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greetings. Now that the chains of political subjection,
Page theirs and oors, have been. broken, we look forward

sincerely to close relations with the new African States~
Despite the long distances between us , there are hi.s
torical ties of faith and culture between the teeming

233 peoples of Africa and Paldstan. Thesebonds transcend
distances and differences of custom and language.

5. We have gathered here from allparts ofthe world,
all seeking one paramount objective: peace. We had
hoped that the 'great nations of the world, which have
conquered space, would teach us here how to conquer
our pl:lssions and our vanities so that we may live iJl
peace without fear. Though but a few days have passed
since we came full of hope, we already witness dis
illusionment. We hadthought that itwas 3 manifestation
of the new strength of the United Nations that great
nations, which among themselves' commanded the
strength to destroy, hadcomehere to ensurepeace. But
to our" dismay we find that this great house of peace,
to which are committed the aspirations of all nations ~

has itself become a targ~t of attack. This can. only
bring disappointment'to all ofUS wholookto the Uni'ted
Nations as the instrument which man has forged to
control his ambitirn.s and his anger.

6. The course of world affairs over the past decade
has demonstrated the fact that'i\while at criticbltimes
the great Powers dispense with the Uni.ted Nations
in both aggravating and easing their tensions, it iEt
the smaller countries, the dei-anceless ones~ that
stand in dire .need of the Organization in order to
shield themselves from the danf2:eI'S of power polt,tics·
and to moderate thepolicieso:f the great Powe:rs.

7," It has been said of great {historical figures ths.t
they wade across the world ~o make an epoch, bless,
confuse or appal. What kind of epoch are we aboij,t to
make? Have we come here to bless or to appal? .

8. The peoples of the world live under a perpe1;ual
terror of annihilation. In. a matter of minutes, cities
can be destroyed and the countryside laid waste by
means which neither the imagination nor, ~~e crueltyof
Attila or of Ge~.lghis Khan could have coilceived. We
do not believe that any ofthenuclear Powers atpresent
would deliberately launch a war of extermination. But
the possibilities of miscalculation, m.istake or acci-

· 3. This yea:r and this ses~Jionwill remain famous in dent, which may unleash such .a calamity, cannot be
history because of the presence here of many African. precluded. For fifteen years the great PowerS have
nations tr.4S.t have won freedom and havs beenadmitted talked of disarmament, but with what results? Nota
to 'the United Nations. That great continent which was single division has been disbanded nor a single tank
called dark, but on which the Ught of freedom now destroyed by agreement. There has been som.e re-
shines, is free to bring its youth and its vigour to the duction of armedforces andpresumably ofsome arma
service of its peoples. For many generatlons the menta. But these reductions have taken place by uni
Africans were held in bondage. Today they. are free 'lateral action, not by agreement. There'is, therefore,
and are here with us as equals to discuss and solve the, nothing to prevent their unilateral'1ncrease. ..
proble:ms facing bunumity.

9. In securing the peace of the world through: d1s-
4. May I mention here that I haTe been instructed by armament, undoubtedly the end is more importa.ntthan.
the PreSident of PaJdst&n, Mohammed Ayub Khan, to the means. Barely twelve months ago,we disqussed
extend to our African comrades his warm persona.l disarmament in this very Assembly'hall in an atmos-
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.
2. To use the language of hyperbole, may I say, in
the words of a Persian poet, that stars looking from

· tlie firmament into this ASSembly might feel· a little
envious of the scintillating galaxy gathered here. The
great men, who have coma from the East and the

, West, personify th~ might and the majesty of the
countries they represent. They are here today with a
single purpose; to find a solution to the problems of
this troubled world; and while they are here, mankind
wa.its in breathless suspense~Some ofthemare armed
with the awesome power of life and death over the

· human race, but we believe that they have come to
the United Nations inquest of petl,ce. They have come
to parley, to·try to lay downthe;.rarms, to. find means
of living together j.n peace with one another in a world

· free from fear and free from want.

1. Mr. BHUTTO (Paldstan).: The election of Mr.
Boland to preside over this historic session of the
General Assembly bears eloquent testimony to his

'. eminence among the reprelilentatives to the United
Nations,. It is a recognition of his personal merit and
aclmowledgcd experience in the affairs of the O:tgani
zation.
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14. It cannot be expected that all thee,e' intricate
questions of substance can bf3 resolved by the General
Assemply. That is why a !lElgotiating committee Was
established by the Foreign Ministers of the four great
Powers in September 1959.Manyrepresentativeshave
referred to the constitution of this' committee. At
present it has five members from the Weatern and
Eastern Powers, respectively. It has been suggested
that the committee be expanded to include other inter-o
ests as well. 'We agree to this, but in our view wha.t
is more important is the 'immediate resumption ofne-
gotiations. '

15. May I at this stage touch upon a related question.
It is a matter of regret that, despite two years of
negotiations, no agreement has been reached to halt
test explosions of nuclear andthei"monuclear weapons.
WE;l would appeal to the parties concerned, with all
the enlpbasis at our command, to reach immediate
agreement to stop such tests in order that the present
uncertain voluntary moratorium may be replaced by a
mandatory prohibition under effective international
control.

16. In a searchfor general and complete disarmament
it is not possible to ignore a study of the United
Nations, wif.;h a view to determining howits machinery
can best be developed in support of disarmament. If
generBl and complete disarmament is achieved, the
specie.! responsibility of the permanent members of .
the Security Council for the ma'lntenance of inter
national peace and s~curity, as reflected in Article
27, paragraph 3, of the Charter, pertaining to the
right of veto, will wither away. The principle of the
sovereign equality of all States, large and small,
will then be freed from the anomaly and contradiction
imposed by the veto power. I
17. We have always been in favour of restricting the
use, of the right of veto as far as possible, sblce it is
ag-ainst the 'very spirit of the Charter. \Ve are
therefore constrained to express our regret that at a
time when its eliminationis being foreseen sUg"r':estions
should be made to extend its scope to the adminis
trative machinery of the United Nations.

18. The Charter of, the United Nations supplements
the rules of general international law•By outlawingwar
and the use or threat of force and enjoining the settle
ment of disputes by peacefal. means in accordance with
the principles of justice and international law, the
Charter establishes its supremacy. The International
Law Commission, in the report of its second sess1on,!/
enunciated the proposition that in the light ofthe rules
of ganeral international law, read together with the
provisions of the Charter, the sovereignty of a State
is subject to the supremacy of international law. In
their actual international conduct, however, many
States Members of this Organizationhave shown th~m-.

selves unwilling to strengthen the rule of law, int!lat
they faU to accept the compulsory jurisdiction Df, tlle
International Court of Justice.

19. This year, Paldstan has submitted areviseddee
laration accepting the compUlSory jurisdiction of the
Court to include all cases, other than those which,
under international law, fall essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of a State. It has thereby sur
rendered its sovereign right, to determin~ fot itself
whether or not a particular matter is essentially

11 (.ifficial Records of the General Assembly. Fifth Session. Supple-
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phere radiating hope~ But, unfortunately, the Paris
Summit Conference, Which followed it, failed, and the
storms which had gathered there overtook the Ten
Nation Committee on Disarmament.

10. Despite a measure of 'rapprochementtr between
the two sides in the negotiations in the Ten-Nation
Committee, the objective of genera) and complete dis
armament remains distant so long as fundamental.
differences between them are not resolved. ,Two of the
main dif.1iculties relate to inspection measures. The
first pertains to control, not control overwhat is to be
reduced, on which agreement in principle has been
reached,' but the verification of armedforces and arma
ment.s, either before or after reduction in each stage.
The second relates to the technical difficulties of en
suring by inspection that no undeclared stocks of
nuclear weapons are concealed. It is admitted on both
sides that such hidden stockpiles cannotbe discovered
by any means now lmown to either side. We note the
Soviet contention that, with the implementation of
general. and complete disarmament, the difficulties of
control, including verification of undeclared stock
piles, will disappear because al.l means of delivering
the weapons to their targets will have been eliminated.
We need a fuller and more convincing explanation of
this thesis before it can be accepted as an adequate
answer to the formidable difficulties whichhavesuper
vened in the way of the total elimination of nuclear
weapons under effective international control.

11. The Pakistan delegation welcomes the pledge of
the Chairman of the Council of Ministers ofthe USSR,
given in his statement last Friday [869th meeting], to
resume negotiations with the Western Powers, which
have been waiting for this positive response Since
June 1960. We note that the document circulatedby the
Soviet delegation and entitled "Basic Provisions of a
treaty on general and complete disarmament" [A/4505]
revises. in one imp~rtant respect the Soviet plan of 2
June 1960 [A/4374]it It is now proposed thatthe armed
forces and conventional armaments ofthe UnitedStates
and of the Soviet Union should be reduced in the first
stage to 1.7 million, and those of the other States to
fixed levelS. Conventional armaments thus released
are to be destroyed andmilitary expenditures ofStates
to be correspondingly reduced.

12. It is the View of my delegation thatif obstacles to
general and complete disarmament cannot be elimi
nated immediately there is no reason why some
partial disarmament measures should not be under
taken now. .A specific task of the General Assembly
at this sesSl'~i1 Should be to bring about an agreement
in principlE:; .Jetw.aen the ,East -and the West on th~

reduction in tho' levels of the armed forces of the
United States and the Soviet Union to a figure between
2.5 and 1.7 million, as well a.s the reduction .0£ con'"
ventional armaments to related levels and the elimi
nation of stocks thus released. This agreement in
principle should be followed"by negotiations to fix the
levels of forces and armaments of the other great
Powers. If this should come to pass, the prospect of
a real measure ofimmediateworld-wide disarmament
under international control will be unfolded.

13. The respective proposals of the Western and the .
Eastern Powers encourage us to believe that, in ad
dition to a real measure of conventionaldisarmament,
other initial measure.s are also possible in the im
mediate future.
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great changes, and our people see be!ore them the
dawn of a better future. Their energies have been
mobilized for the commOn weal•.

25. My country has received generous aid from the
United States of America. We have made good use of
this assistance, and th;ere is in evidence a considerable
degree of improvement in the infrastructure of OUI'
economy on which to base our future development. We
acknowledge with gratitude this a,ssistance; but at the
same time we have been a Victim, like many other
under-developed countries, of the harsh and unre
lenting interplay of international market forces. For

.many years now, the terms of trade have moved pro
gressively against the primary producing countries.
In fact, the position is that we have lost much more
in trade than we have gained by aid. There is no co
ordination of policies amongst the primaryproducers,
and they suffer from their disjointed state. On the other
hand, much of Europe, for instance, is becoming in..
creasingly a closed community, which gives it great
economic and commercial power. The future is grim,
indeed, for the under-developed countries, for their
dependence on foreign aid 'is likely to mcrease rather
'than to diminish in the immediate future. This deteri
oration in the econQmic conditions of African, Asian
and Latin American countries, which dependsoheavily
and so exclusively on the eArport of a few primary
commodities, i~ a subject -which should become of
paramount importance to the Secretariat•.

26. During the fifteen years of the existence of the
United Nations, the economic and social picture ofthe
world ha$ beoome increasingly a study in contrast.
The appalling poverty and misery of some parts of
the world stand out in sharp outline against. the
abIDldance and opulence of other parts of this same
world. An average annual income in the under-de
veloped countrie$ of app:rox1mately $120 per .pe:rson
is to. be contrasted with.. an aye.rage pe~a~utann.u.at
income in the more advanced countlies of· 800. Ac..
cording to anotherestf.ma.te, the majority of the f.w..
habitmts of th.e under-developadcountries' subsist on
an income of only $8 per month as against $6a day
in the most highly developed countries.

27. There are two aap~cts of thiS difference in the
standards of li\rlJlg which are of crucial importance·
to the 'World today: 'first, that the disparity is not only
great but growing; and, secondly, that the peoples of
the U1ider-developed countries, living $0 long atleve.ls
of bare survival, areno longerpreparedtoaccept such
conditions of life as immutable.. A revolution of rising
expectations is sweeping through these countries.
Fatalism and resignation have givenwayto expectation
and demand.

28. The under-developed countries are ina predica
ment. Despite all the sacrifices and austerity ofwhich
their people are capable, the march forward is only
nominal because of the simultaneOllS decline in trade.
1t was hopedthat their political emancipationwouldlead
tQ economic developrn.ant. But,unfortunately, so far the
odds have been heaY:llyagainst them. I ha'Ve already
mentioned the change, in the terms of trade against
the under..developed countries, which means in effect .
that the improvement in the standards of living of the'
manufacturing countries has in a large measuretaken
place at the cost ofthestarnngpeople of the backward
nations. Would it not be an act of historic justice if
some restitution were made in the present for the
'Wealth which has flowed in the past from these
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within its domestic jurisdiction and has solemnly de
clared in advance that should such a question arise
it would be content to accept a determination made
in accordance with the rules of international law.
Pakistan has thus demonStrated, in tangible terms,
it~ willingness to subordinate its sovereignty to the
supremacy of international law•

20. Under conditions of general and complete dis
armament the supremacy of. international law must 'Pe
proclaimed as an. imperative of international conduct.
Looldng towards this evolution in international life, the
time has come to pursue with a greater sense of
urgency the task of the progressive development of
international law and its codification, as envisaged in
Article 13, paragraph 1 (a), of the Charter. Thought
must also be given to the need to ame~d the Statute
of the International Court of Justice to extend the
scope of its jurisdiction to all matters to be provided
for in a treaty on general and complete disarmament.,
and to make Article 36 of the Statute~, relating to the
declaration on compulsory jurisdiction~ applicable
to all legal di8putes arising from the treaty for the
duration of its validity.

21. The economic development of under-developed
countries presents a challenge of the highest magni
tude to all the nations of the world.· Both President
Eisenhower and Prime Minister Khrushchev eXpressed
great solicitude for the welfare and economic progress
of these countries. We the people of the undez-de
veloped countries note this with profoundsatisfaction.

22. We are conscious of the great developmentwmch
in the course of the last forty years has placed the
USSR in the forefront of scientific and technological
progress. The countries of Asia, too, have tirelessly
endeavoured within their limited :1'6source.s to im
prove conditions for their peoples. Despite our meagre
resources the pace of our development has be&n sig
nificant, and this represents, by and large~ the volun,'"
tary sacrifices of our people.

23. The Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the
Soviet Union cited a few statistics relating to some<
under-developed cuuntries, including my Own,tohigh->
light the contrast inthe economic progress betweenthe
Central Abian Republics' and thei~ neighbouring
countries. For example, he mentioned the low rate of
electric power generation per caput as an. illustration
of our primitive economy. It is true that the position
is as sug-gestod by the' statistics. The only point that
I may mention ia that the present generation of power
in Pakistan is more than 700 per cent of what it was
when we became independent a few years ago. In the
same context I should like to repeat that, despite our,
limitations and our meagre resources, we have
achieved SUbStantial progress.

24. Since independence, our industrial production
haa risen by approximately 400 per cent and, during
the last two years, by about 70 per cent. But by far the
most significant change brought about as a result of

.the revolution in October 1958 has been the radical
land reforms i which have not only achieved social .
ju.!3tice and the promise of a better :f1~tare for the
,tillers. of the soil, who constitute 85 per cent .of our
POPulation, but have also changed the pattern of our
entire society. They have given a Sense of self
respect and dignity to our maSses, who before this
revolutionary change 'Were crushed under the burden
of an iniqUitous and ~ffete social system. These are
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~4. .That great continent is pulsating w:ltha new life
and a :new force. It is in transition f.rom the old to the
new. Colonial empires are being $lc.ceeded by acom
mUllity of sovereign States, conscious of their soli
darityand determined to give Africa its rightful place '
in tb.e comity of nations.. We have heard in thiS 'Very
hall the voice of free Africa and seen the p~~ion in
African hearts for peace and justiceandtheir determi
nation to exclude outSide interference in the affairfl of
their continent, of their people and of their Govern
ments.

35. It 113 a matter of sorrow that great nations and
statesmen should not seethe logical sequence ofevents
a.a they must ensue. Events carry With themthe seeds
of consequences and. like nemesis, theyare inexorable.
Prejudice and. chauviJ'-dsm make men myopic. In this
world of turmoil and c,onflict, the heart ofhumanity is
yet with th.e peoples struggling for freedom and
equality. One may delay the deliverance of, a people,

. but -then nature extorts a high price for it, as in the
Congo. It may also do the same in the Union of South
Africa, where racial discrimination is rampant. As
one who is aware of liberal political thought, I am
appalled that in a country which claims tobe civilized
and Christian, human beings should be denied basic
human rights because of their race and their colour.

36. The SharpevUle disturbances underline the seri"
ous nature of the situation prevailing in the Union of
South Africa.. They made it very plain that unless
the situation improves, conditions will deteriorate to
an explosive point. The General Assemblyhas adopted
resolutions for many, years Iasking the Union Govern';'
ment to cease anddesist from its discriminatory racial
policies. The South African Govemmenthas so far
ignored the appeal to reason. In a continent which is
now free, and in the midst of peoples determined to
make goodtheir.~claimto equality, SouthAfricacannot
remain isolated. To attempt to do so is to oppcae
the march of history. Future generations of the Union
of South Africa m~y have to pay a v~ry heavy price
for the resentment a.ndranoour that the "apartheid'
policy of that country is creating around her.

37. Nothing in this world is quite perfect and it '
would be futile to expect perfection in an organization
which combines the attributes·, and characteristics
of almost all the nations of the world. Looking at the
performance of the United Nations from 'the darker
side, one would be inclined to stress the failures,
the unsettlee problems, the unattained objectives, the
hopes unfulfilled. the. promises unrealized. There isa
ttcatena" of them, but life must be measured not only
by failures, but also by accomplishments. We can
mention grave failures, where peoplehavebeen.denied
their rights because political expediency has preoio
vailed over the conscience of nations. I shallnot dilate
on them, for. despite their tragic remembrance, we
still have faith that right must prevail and the United
Nations muat succeed.

38. In this context. among the other vital unsolved
issues, I liave ·in mind Algeria~thatstrife-torn land
where the blood of patriots still flows in their fight
for freedom. Is it notan irony offate that that struggle
should have to be wonagain$t a nation which through
history has been identlfiedWith liberty and equality,?
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countrie,e to enrich the economies of those now s() in
dustrially advanced?

29. I have g9D,e into some detail about economic
matters only because they pose serious problems for
a large part of humanity.

\~ .
SO.. T'\\ sum up briefly. our FOsition is: because of
the decl;tning terms oftrade,alltbatweare able to do,
despite' our very best efforts and sacrifices. is to reo-
duce the pace of retrogression. Unless this decline
is helted. significant progress will not· be possible
and the primary producing countries will always
have to depend on foreign assistance even to maintain
their present standards.

31. Turning tu political problems, may I say that the
situation in the Congo continues to cause concern to
all 'of .us. The threat of unilateral intervention by the
great Powers :in the hem of Africa: and the conse
quent danger to peace in the African continent,has not
been removed. If Africa is to be savedfrom becoming
an arena of conflict between the East and the West,
it is imperative for the United:rrrations to play a posi
tive and impartial role there. We believe that as far
as possible the Secretary-General has endeavoured
scrupulously' to comply with the spirit and the'letter
of the resolutiet.a.s of the SecurityCouncilc Considering
the magnitude and the complexity of the task and the
speed with which the United Nations operation had to
be launched, Mr. Hammarskjold and his associates
must be considered to have faithfully carried outtheir
difficult mandate in accordance with the basic princi
ples endorsed by the Security Council. The Pakistan
delegation recognizes that the Secretary..General's
mission is an extremely delicate one and has not been
made any easier by the internal confusion in the Re
public of the Congo. Therefore, we take this oppor
tunity of reaffirming our confidence in the Secretary
General's integrity and judgement.

32. It would appear, to my delegation that at present
the main problem in the Congo is the prevalence of
internal strife, which' is unhappllypreventing the re
storation of normal conditions. The resolution [1474
(E8-IV)] adopted at the fourth emerg~ncy special

'session does enviSage the appointmentbythe Advisory
CommitteePll the Congo. in· consultation with the
Secretary-General, of Asian and African representa
tives, for the purpose of conciliation between the
parties to the political and constitutional conflicts.
In the furtherance of this objective, the AfricanStates
must of ne'Jessityplay a leading role. Thus the mandate
given to the Secretary..General can well.be supple
mented by the. good offices of the AfricanStates in the '
solution of the internal problems of the Republic of ,
the Congo. Whatever might have been the changes in
the situation and the conflicts of interest, it was the
general expectation that the United Nations operation
would crystallize the poSitive role that the Organi
zation could play in strengthening the independence
of emergmg nations against external pressures.

33. My delegation believes that the isolation of the
, African continent from the East-West conflictmustbe
ensured by the Africans thernselvesand supplemented
by the assistance of the Unit~d Nations only when
necessary. It cannot be done by the United Nations
alone, because the Organization itself is so often a
centre of this conf1.ict.. It may not always be capable
of adequately filling thevacuum. Therefore,theprinci
pal actors on the African scene must be the Africans
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/39. At the ,opening of'tlW General AJ3.aembly.lastyear, under-del'eloped c~trieSt particularly Asia and
/Iwe 'Welcomed the declarati()D. of President ,de Gaulle Africa, and to that end he has directed his efforts in

On 16 September 1959 recognizing the right of sel£- a most positive'(l!ld constructive way. UnCle;,,· bis
determina:ti,oo for the people of Algeria. We regret leadership, Pakistan is engaged :In a great political
that no s!gniflcant development has s:lnce taken place experiment known as -Basic Democracies•• The ob
which would traMlate that :Inalienable right into a ,jective of tbispoliticaJ, system is to foster and en
reality. At one time' there appeared a prospect of a courage the cre~~veU't"ges of our peoples.
'rapprochement" between Algeria and France, butthe ' ,
preliminary ttIlks to arrange the ~pourparlers.have 43. The system of Bastc Democra~iesis an attempt
failed. Let me declare here that the sympathies of to evolve a poUtical framework'related to the ,con
the people "of ;Pakistan are viith the valiant sons 6f diti.ons in the ,{lountry, in conformity wi~ourrequireo
Algeria, fighting heroically for their freedom. At a mentsand suited to ,the genius of our peoIYle'. The
tiDie when so many countries onthe continent·of Africa system enables the people of Pakistan to be asscci
a1"e taldng, their place :In this' Assembly, it is with ated'in the activities of government through' thei:r

, great sorrow that we note 'the absence of Algeria. We elected representatives at every level oftheadminis-
1 fi fi rt th art f th tration, beginning with the village and culminating at

appea or ,a new e 0 on e p ,,0 e parties the centre of the highest functions of the State. Our
concerned to settle, this human problem by peaceful '
.m.eans. If we succeed, a tragio chapter will close :In objective in Pakistan is not to imitate systems of

'the history of manldnd, and to the brave people of polity which have evolved :In the altogether different
Algeria will be brought peace and the freedom And.' historical clrCllfu.stances of other countries" Our aim
dignity for which they have fought so longand soweIl. is to institute a: system rooted:lntheexperience of our

own people and enabling them to reorient their Whole
40. Another problem which haunts the conscience of outlookregard:fng their collective welfare. Webelleve
nations is the denial of justice to thatpart of the Arab that our system of Basic Democracies is the answer
nation which comprises the population of :palestine. to our needs. '
The failure to solve the, Palestine question., has kept 44. it has been said that hope b:unds sooner than
the Middle East for all these years on the verge 'of lmowledge destroys, and thus d~spite the nianybrlffets.
conflagration. It has been suggested that thetension:ln of fortune and the fluctuations :In international re
the'Middle East should be rem.oved by the dictates of lations, 'manIdnd'has'subsisted on, hope, ,hope for a
realism.. In the view of my delegation, the only real- world free from humiliating poverty and degrading
istic approach :In thi$ easels to recognize the human fear. The progress of science has opened majestic
rights of a million Arab refugees who have been up- vistas of new worlds; yet, whllethere is the infinity
rooted from their homes. Unless the resolutions ofthe of space to be explored and conqUered, those:ln whose
General Assembly on this question are implemented, hands lies the lmowledgeand the means to do so 'are
no arrangements to enforce peace in the Middle East engaged in internecine ,struggle which creates new
by outside powers are likely to be effective or lasting. fears every day. The problem of poverty remains

unsolved. There are ,hundreds of millions of men and
41. The solution of the problemS to which I have re- ~omen and children who f~om birth to the grav~live
ferred is without 'doubt difficult, and the difficulties
are seenrlnglyinsurmountable. But they have to, be an existence of privation and insecurity. May we not
solved, and solved by peaceful means. The principle hope that these problems may be dealt With as "the
of the peaceful settlement of international disputes is primary ones and that the phantom ofaxmed conflicts
a- cardinal feature of the foreign policy of Pa1dstan. and nuclear annihilation will be exorcised from the
Only a few days ago, our firm faith in peaceful pro- world-so beautiful and full ofsuch great opportunities
cedures was vindicated when we resolved our dispute for happiness..
with India over ,the dishibution of the waters of the 45. The Cha....-ter enjoins us not onlyto save ourselves,
Jndus Basin. This dispute, ,Which had defied solution but also succeeding generations from the sc'burge of
for almost as maily years "as 'Paldstan 'has been:ln war. It has often been said that in the event of Vfprld
~xistence, has ended by the signing ofthe Indus Waters conflagration, there will be neither VictQr nor r(van
Treaty between our :t.=Te$:blent and the Prima Minister quished. This seems obVious ~ but even if there) is a
of India, Pandit JawaharlalNehru, who is here this sham victor, his victory wi.llbe that of the C!:y:!ngo'bver
afternoon. The conclusion of this treaty demonstrates the dead; his thrill the dubious one of glory in the
the triumph of the procedures of peaceful settlement.utte~demolition of civilization. ~he destruction of its
We are hopeful that this initiative for peace will be cultUre, of its universities, of its institutions for art

, extended now to the only grave issue still outstand:fng and science, of its mosques' andtemples and churches.
between India and Pakistan, namely, the Kashmir It will be on this scene that the 'Victor, too, will pass
question. It is our most earnest hope that this noble intorothingness.
precedent will give rise to a new spirit:ln the relations
between Paldstan. and India, and lead to the settle- 46. We have the opportunity and the means to avert
ment,of this problem of problems of our vast region. this catastrophe and to realize mankindts dream of

. ," . progress towards a future unbelievable at the present
42. We have always beUeved that every people and time. Shall we also have the will and the courage? We
every nation must be permitted to live according to 'have the me~"3 because we arenowtoldthat accord:fng
its own way of life, which reflects its accumulated to the correct interpretation of Mamsm-Leninism,
national heritage. In fact, it represent.a an accretion war between the two social systems is not :Inevitable.
of history.-. ,We, the, 90 million people 'of ~akistan, But those who Witness the arms racebetweenthe East
claim to pattern our lives on the precepts of Islam. . arid West cannot but be burdened by the fear, that,
After all our turmoilsand tribulations we now have a unless it is immediately halted andthe trendreversed,
leader in whom the people of our countryhave reposed war is inevitable. A race :In armaments has never
their popes and their.faith.. He firmly believes in pro- UShered in peace; it has ever br()Ught the sword. To
mating fraternal relitions between the peoples of the one who can contemplate the terrestrial Bcen.e with a
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53. This is a historic session because of the degree
of frankness~ objectivity andrealismwhichthevarious
leaders have ,.hown :In putting forward their ideas
and thoughts. Herein this meeting there has been talk
of the tl'oublest worries and aspirations of peoples
everywhere. I might say that at this fifteenth seli3sioo.
of the United Nations General Assembly, .the Brat lit
which I have had the honour to take part and repre
sent my country, the old white-glove diplomacy has
been cast aside. and replaced by the diplomacy of the
calloused, horny hand, wlrlch is more buman, more
sensitive and more sincere.

54. All the countries represented here have to speak
frankly. Problems are not solved by keeping silent
about them; nor by hiding them. Problems have to
be brought out into the open and laid bal"e in a digni
fied, honest and clear manner.

55. Before I begin to analyse briefly the problems
Which in my delegation's vlewweigh most heavily on
the conscience pf mankind, I should like to say a few
words to explain on whose behalf I am speaking.

56•. I am speaking on behalf of a small country, that .
is, small in size, but one whose way of life is demo
cratic, that practises and preaches democracy, a
country in which people and Government ~onstitutea

unit,in which the representative of the Government
expresses the genuine feelings of the people.. I alX1
speald.ng', in fact, of a democratic countrywhichthough .

,
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deep insight into the marc}' of history, it would seem themselves the conduct of international at':fa1r$. All
that a blind fate is movinglill towards self-destruction. States are entitled to participate in the conduct of
Is it that an imminent and blind. Willrules our affidrs, internationrl affairs and we must all do $0 in ae
driving us to inevitable doom? May it be given to the cordance with the authority granted to us andwith our
great men who take part in this session of the As- respoIl$ibilities.
sembly to prove that it is otherwise, thatmankind does
have freedom of choice and that peace and war in 51. This is a historic session also because mankind
this f 1 rtuni d rlal I is now expecting concrete and tangible results .. The

age 0,' g orious oppo ty an mo perlare United Nations must live up to Hs great responsi-
not predetermined but hinge uponthe exercise ofman's bilities, and it would be distressing 3Jld highly dis
free will and his determination to avert the ultimate illusioning if the entire fifteenth. sessionproouced
world tragedy. only florid spe~ches and high-sounding statements, all
47. Mr. CHIRmOOA VILLAGOMEZ (Ecuador) (trans- of them lacldng the vital element-sincerity-which
lated from Spanish): I should first like to extend my must be present if at both the individual and the i:nter
congratulations to the President of the United Nations national level, specific and definite resultp are to be
General Assembly at its fifteenth s-assion. Destinyand achieved, through sacrifices and compromises onboth
his own outstanding qualities have calledhim to preside .sicles. How distressing and disillusioning it would be
over ani Assembly which for a, number of reasons is for the world and for the Assembly itself to Bee the
of historic importance. First of all, representatives world leaders go away from the session leaving only
and leaders in the forefront of world politics and a wake that fades away as the days and months go by,
diplomacy have come to attend it, and the presence a trail of mere propaganda, entirely devoid of real
of individuals who represent world public opinion not content! The prestige of the U~ted Nations and of
only strengthens anJ enhances the prestige ofthe United t.hese great leaders -and guides of world opinion is at
Natlon.s; it also means a renewal ,,:md a strengthening ~itake at this fifteenth session of the Assembly, and
of the hopes for peace and justice which are inex- we must speak to them frankly. We must tell all these
tinguishable in the hearts ofhumanbeings everywhere. eminent persons andall the delegations ofthe countries
48. But the presence of the leaders of world opinion represented here that the world is being suffocatedb~f
must also have a somewildt deeper significance from the cold v.rar, that winds are alreadyblowingwhich ':u-e
the socioloo-ical point of view. Why, asks the man in the harbingers of tragedy, that it is essential for all

0- of US to jrl>b1 together whole-heartedly in the solution
the street, are the leaders, the Heads of the great of those problems which are the constant concern of
States attending the fifteenth session of the United peoples and of nationB&
Nations General Assembly? Is it a mere propaganda
stunt? To place such a construction on it would be 52. The time has come to join forces and make a
a gross over-.simplification not in keeping with the common resolve to find or initiate the solution of the
prestige of the United Nations and of all the great world's problems. If a solution is not forthcoming
leaders who have come to attend this session. The perhaps we shall be too tate. More serious still, a
sympathetic and thoughtful interpretationplacedbythe sort of pessimism :D3 paralysing peoples' minds and
peoples of the world on the great gathering of dis- g~g a hold on the citizens of every country; and
tinguished personalities at the fifteenth session is this pessimism can easily lead to impotence and in
that they are tired of trying other medlods of negoti- action.
ation and have decided that the United Nations is the
proper forum, the right plaoe in which to try to settle
the world's problems..

"49. Until quite recently-and now we are referring
to the attempts made outside the United Nations to
solve world problems-we of the small and medium.
Sized nations have been observing with concern and
alarm. the trend towards a. revival of the notion of a
sort of board of directors to manage world affairs.
At this time when internationalmaturity is the mark of
great, medium-sized and small States alike, when the
legal equality of States is recognized in practice,
when all nations feel that they are fully entitled to
take part in the conduct, administration and direction
of public affairs, thevery ideaofthe world empowering
or authorizing certain Powersf:c direct and manage
international affairs is untbinkcilile.

50. As the represen-tative of a small country, I feel
that it is worth stating from this rostrum that the
small and medium-sized countries have a special
interest in keeping the banner of the legal equality of
States flying, since it is indeed one of the greatest.
achievements of the twentieth century. The hackneyed
distinc~oo. so often made between big, medillDlJ-sized
and slIlP-ll States, industrialized and under-developed
States" poor and rich States,ca;nnotandmustnot affect
the rights and obligations set forth in the Charter of
the United NatioIl$, nor can it serve as an excuse or
argument for a group of States to try to take upon
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64. ~d if the arm'S race is a problem which con
cerns us all, and threatens us all, it is obvious that
the disarmament problem cannot and must not be
rel~gatedto a group ofgreat Pov~·3rs,possiblyassisted
by neutrals.

65'.- -The problem ofthearms raceis one that concerns
all mankin~ as represented herein, the General As
sembly hall; and although" it would be ingenuous and
childish to imagine that the complex process of dis
armament can be dealt with and discussed in all its
aspects and -' details here in an Assembly of ninety
eight nations, yet I cannot imagine what explanation
this fifteenthsessionwouldbeable to giveto mankind if
all we did was, as on so many other occasions, to
pass the problem on to others and set up a small
group ostensiblyto deal'With the disarmamentproblem.

66... This Assembly has at least onesacreddutywhich
it cannot shirk-to lay down directives, principles,
guidance and 'policy; in short, to establish the philo
sophy of disarmament,. so that later on a small group
comprising the -nations most deeply concerned in the
problem of the arms race can take charge of the de
tails, the technical problem and the problem of ne
gotiation. But in my delegation's view it is the duty of
this Assembly to lay down guiding principles.so that
the approach to the disarmament problem can be ,a
sound and fruitful one.

67.. Disarmament, make no miStake about it, is not
merely a technical problem.. There has beena tendency
recently to emphasize the technical aspect of dis
armament. Disarmament is, first and foremo.st, a
question of confidence, a moral issue. There can be
no disarmament without confidence-hence we get and
shall continue to get theneve1"""endlng dispute as to
which should come first, disarmament or inspection.
This is indicatlveof a lack of confidence, and just as
it 'Would be absurd to speak of disarmament without
inspection it is also quite absurd and fantastic to
think that inspection must precede disarmament.

68. n iSmydelegati9D's'vlewthatdisarmame.ntshould
proceed side' by side with inspection and control, like
the $hadow and the body. This should be one of the
fundamental p:dnciples to emanate from this fifteenth
se.sslon of the Assembly. But along with the problem
of physical disarmament, which is a "Y,aSt andcomplex
subject, we mustalso'take up and dwell,for a moment
on the Subject of moral disarmament..

69. Let US remember that at the end of the First
World War that great :Frenchman Clemenceau spoke
very wisely of the, disarmament of minds. The ne
gotiators of the League of Nations at that time were
not so much concerned with physical disarmament..
Their main concern wlu"JClisarmament in a moral
sense; and how can we attack the problem of dis-.
armament Whole-'.\teartedly and harboUr any real hope'
of a solutIpn if ~the verypoliticaI problems which
cause internatiODfA. tension are left untouched and re
main in all their acuteness' and complexity?

70. The arms race and the cold war are effects, the
fundamental causes being thepoliticalproblems; andif
this Assembly does not deal with the 'political prob
lems, if it thinks theycanonlybe dealt with l?,y summit
conferenceg~it will have failed to do itsdUty because,
as a legiSlative body representing humanity, ithas the
obligation t() lay down directives and provide guidance
for the solution of these political problems..

under-developed, none tho less liv.eil Toy ideals and
raises the banner of spiritual values. It is a country
which has faith in itself and is confident that it will
achieve .progress and greatness through the efforts
and sacrifices of its OW'.d sons•.

57. I am speaking as the representative ofa country
which is proud of its past, which has great confidence
in its present and an unshakable faith in itS future.. I
speak for a country which is not and does not feel
colonialized, a cOuntrywhichdetermfnesthe fines ofits
i.nteJ.:D,ational policy in accordance wifuits national
interests, and for which national interests come be
fore continental and worl:! interests.. ' I speak for a
country that has entered whole-heartedly upon the
process orchanging its economic and .socialstructure
with a view to abolishing the system of large e.states
and putting an end to all outmoded methods of pro-
duction and forms of organization.. .

58. But at the same time I am speaking on behalf of
a country that is making progress in a material sense,
while protecting human dignityandthebasic principles
of social life; ~ country that respects property and
does so on social principles. It is a country that seeks
the friendship of all, thatwants to tradewith e\~erybody

without political and. ideological' di,stinctions. It is a
country which in this continent }l.8s rightly earned the
title of tfapostletf-the apostle of a realistic Pan
AmericaniSm, of justice and law. Even here in the
United Nations, Ecuador, small but strong in its con
victions~ has been a valuable force for moderation,
conciliation and self-restraint.

59. Thus, secnl"e in the independence given to it by
i~ people and its status as a sovereign State, my ,
country feels that the most 'urgent international
problems at this time are four innumher, and I shall
analyse them briefly. They are, first, disarmament;
second, the abolition of colonialism; third, the fight
against lDlder,..development; and lastly, justice, as an
essel'tial requirement for peace.

GO.. The colossal and growing arms race, which h¥
become more complicated recently as a result of
technological progre.ss, no longer constitUtes a threat
to a .single nation or a group of natio~; it is a threat
to the very exiStence Of mankind on this planet.

61. De.spite all the declarations anddemonstrations of
goodwill made by large and medium-sized countries,
the truth is that countrieS conti-uue to make prepara
tions for war and to devote their energies to the
manufacture of the means of their own destruction.

62, The arms race, apart from constituting a threat
'to civJ.lization and to man'S'survival on this planet, is
a conStant ancfpernuwent violation of democracy;
and this because it- prevents the- resources of the
economy, and, technical lmowledge itself, from beblg
used to protect democracy, to benefit the indiVidual
and to eradicate the .social diseases of pain, destf,.
tution, poverty, disease and ignorance. Tbearmsrace
is a th"reat to man and to the human species, a threat
to the ideals we all profess to believe in-the ideals
of democratic and civ.llized society.

63.. But up till now it has been held that the anns
race is a Problem for the great Powers and that we
medium-sized and small States have' nothing to do
With it, notwithstanding the recognized fact that the
arms race is obviouslyadisease,acontagiousdtsease
from. which not even the small States are immune.

'.,.J.
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71. Let us stop deceiving the world; let us not make of the Un!ted Nations should be strengthened. As a
the masses believe one day that there will be dis- peace--lov.ing COllIl'try with faith in justice and law it
aX'mament when the next day we are thinking of in- ls especially anxious to see the United Nations gain
venting new weap0D$ and using them as a threat. To strength, earn the confidence of public opinion and
talk of disarmament, to hand the work over to a com- acquire sufficient power to enable it to h"!anslate ita
mittee, and meanwhile to let the political problem re-- principles into practical deeds and living realities.
main insoluble and to grow more acute and intense, 75.. It is a saddening spectacle for the Ecuadorian
would be to act illogically and irresponsibly.. delegation to see, instead of effortstom~.ketheUnited
72. Now I come to the abolition of colonialism. Rn- Nations mOl'e democratic and more liberal-as we
manity, which has had to live through this difficult trust it will become one day with the abolition of the
post-war period, ~aa been able to find consolation in veto, which the Latin American nations, including
observing an occurrencewhichholds out greatpromise Ecuador, have always opposed-attempts actuallybeing
for the human race and infinite promise for the world made today to create a veto where there was none
Organization. I refer to the process of decolonization before, in other words to impede theworkof the United
that has brought free and sovereign nations into Nations..
being-and at this point I should like on behalf of my 76.. I am sure that. this could not be the intention
country to welcome the sixteen new States which have underlying the proposed changes inthe structure ofthe
become Members of the United Nations. Thesesixteen United Nations Secretariat, but I should like, with all
new countries J many of them from Africa, will bring due respect, to make one comment: anything which
to the community of nations the vigour and the po- has the effect of hampering or limiting the powers of
tential spiritual qualities of a strong race. These the United Nations or placing obstacles in the way of
nations wii! bring new blood, a new spirit, new opt!- its operation can only lead ultimately to one thip.g: it
mism, new faith to the 'world Organization. Ecuador will make the machinery of peao? more dimcu1t to
welcomes them and is happy that the countries which operate. Since peace is the great objective we are all
have now been freed from the colonial yoke are noyi seeking and the goal for which we are all striving,
joining us as Membe~s of the United Nations and will anything which helps the United Nations andits organs
share our responsibilities. to fuWl their task should be most carefully safe-
73. No one has the right to speak for Latin America, guarded and championed by allwhoareassociatedwith
but in this case may I say-and I believe I am ex- the Organization.
preSsing the views ofourcontinent-tbat LatinAmerica 77.. The problem of the Congo, which for months now
is neither ,fearful nor d1strustfulregarding future has been a source of worry and concern to us all-
African development. On the. contrary, it hopes that indeed·in the last few weeks it has completely mono-
the progress of the African continent will be of direct polized world attention-has not only servedto empha-
benefit to the cause of civilization and democracy. It size the imporlance of the united Nations Secretariat;
can SW"ely be assumed that countries which have itbas also served to def:iD.e t}:\e responsibilities in-
fought for years to free themselves from the colonial cumbent upon the nations wh!l13h still hold colomal
yoke are not going to turn round and allow their possessions. Failure to create sttitable conditions for
national sovereignty to be mortgagsd. The African the natural evolution tQwards i.udependence, failure
coun.tries~ by vocation and their instmctfor survival, to train personnel to take the lead :In this difficult
must continue to be, as they are now, bulwarks of task of creating a nation and ma..~g it viable. not
democracy. Moreover, the good sense and wisdom of only damages the prestige ofthe mehopolitan country;
the African leaders give us cause tohope that Africa's it also harms the international community by en-
policy in the future will be to develop brahches of pro- dangering the cause of world peace.
ductlon which will not cause dis-equilibrium and dis-
turbances in Latin America.. How can we imagine, for 78.. The lesson we have been given in the Congo .
instance, that in their efforts to increase production recently should make us a1lthinkseriouslyandreaIi~e
the African countries will turn to products in which that the birth· of a nation to independent life means
there is at this very time a world surplus? It would a difficult labour, but the eYeD.t must nevertheless
be an insult to the perception and wisdom of the Afri- always take place in a peaceful manner, with due re-'
can leaders to believe that they are likely to devote spect for the rule of law and-in this casepartlcu1arly
their energy and efforts to serving a cause that is al- -respect for the legitimate right of peoples to self
ready lost, since there is already over-production at determination..
the present time.. 79. We must reflect that the case of the Congo has

been a matter of conscience for 116 all, and that it74. The presence of the New African States also ett ed th d ,...tan
highlights the vitally important role of the United must be s 1 with e cQ-operation an assw ce
Nations. We all have amoral responsibUitytohelp and of all countries.
back the new States which are beginning their inde-- 80. I turn now.to economic under-development.. our
pendent life.. It is the duty of all of us to co-operate present-day. world offers a flagrantly contradiciory
with them economically, technically and morally; but picture. The rich mdustrialized nations are growing
the UJlited Nations has jut rendered a J:Jerv1ce to one richer, their reserves are increaSing and their
of those States which transcends technical and ad- peoples' standard ofliv.lngisrisbJ,g.. Wh _Ghashappened
ministrative co-operation-it has co-operatedin order to the under-developed countries in the meantime?·
to ensure the State's continued independence. Herethe What has happened to the nations which need to de
delegation of Ecuador feels that it should reaffirm the velop and make headway? In most cases, theseunder-
position stated in the Security Council by supporting de,,-'aloped nations haye stood still; whatis evenworse,
and commending the work of the Secretary-General of they are losing their economic andmonetary reserves,
the United Nations, for Ecuador, being a small COUDtry, and in many 'cases their standard of Uving is d&-
is most anxious that each and every one of the organs clining.
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question of protection for commodityprices"thebattle
against illiteracy and disease, and the co-ordination
of technical assi~t~ce.

87. Operation Pan-America h8$ already borne fruit;
we alr~adyhave in operation our Jnter..Amel'ican De
velopment Bank, the first regional experiment with a
bank whose capital consists of contributions from all
the countries and whose aim is the development and
encouragement of each and everyone of the member
coumrles. Afew weeks ago, at the BogotA Conference,Y
Operation Pan-America received new impetus from
the IIprogramme for social development" dJ,oawn up by
the tTnitedStates. InBogotAwewere extrem(;;,1ypleased,
and it is worth while to welcome most warmly, in
the United Nations, this ch:~ge of.United States inter
national policy towards Latin America. We Latin
Americans had grown used to hearing only of the
Marshall Plan and the millions that had been spent
on the timely recom:struction of Europe. We Latin
Americans were hoping too that the hour would come,
when we should not be left alone and when economic
solidarity would fight against the effects of economic
under-development. Today poverty, ignorance and
destitution are not local but universal diseases,
common diseases whichmustbe tackled in common and
under a joint Drogramme; and it was just such a
plan of social development that the United StateS laid
before the Conference of Bogot!,

88. Thus, we countries of Latin America are entitled.
to say at this fifteenth session, of the General As
sembly that Pan-Americanism has entered a dynamic
phase which holds out great promise and it is to
be hoped that with the help ofOperation Pan-America,
which we all support, carried out in good faith and
sincerity in a jointeffort, we LatinAmerican countries
shall be able tof1ght more vigorously and more ef..
fectivelyagainst the evilS of economic under-developo
ment.

89. Of course, we must now waitfol' Europe's reply;
we Latin American countries must ask the highly
industrialized Powers of other continents what theic:
reaction will be to the efforts of the Latm American
countries to fight against and overcome theconae
quences of et}onomic under-development, the classic
enemy of the democratic stability of our '.institutions.

90.. A stable and honourable peace can only come out
of justice. Whenever we look back over the history of
the world, the theory is confirmed that injustice,
plunder and encroachment upon the freedom and. in
tegrity of nations have always sownthe seeds of 'strife~

I would go so far as to say that the history of wars is
nothing more than the history of injustice; and just
as Bol:£var once said in one of his great declarations
-Without justice., the Republic cannot exist-, soWe too
can say: 'Without justice, peace and international
friendship cannot exist"..

91. At this historic moment:. the peoples 'of theworld
'are demanding justf.{)e, justice 'Y{ithin their frontiers,
within continents and throughout the world.

92. The Governments of toda~~' the democratic
Governments, have bJ"eathed in the air, of justice
demanded by the people, and this is why in each of

JJ Third Meeting of the Special Committee of the Council of the
Organization of American States to Study the Formulation of New
Measures for Economic Co-operation (Committee of 21) convened at
Bogota (Colombia), 5-13 September 1960.

81. Among the factors conspiring agatpst the under
developed natioD$ is one against which, we can make
no stand: the populati:m1.explosion. Tbia l1henomenon,
which is of great concern to soclologistl', should he
of even greater concern to politiciaD$ andstatesm~
for it is one of the primary causes of this state of
world economicunder-developmcnt.

82. On the other hand, the formation 'of economic
blocs amongthe highly industriaUzednations is causing
apprehension and miSgivings among the under-de
veloped countries. In the past Vlehad the notorious
Holy Alliance, allegedly formed to defend the colonial
interest.s of the great nations on the American CJ:ont),.
nent. I cannot, will not, must not believe that the for
mation of these powerful economic blocs in Eu.:rope is
intended to produce a Idnd ofeconomic ,ltHolyAlliancew
with the object of reducing the undel'l'..-developed
countries of Latin America to oolonial status. I have
to believe that all these flellrs that the free movement'"
of goods will be impeded are unwarranted, for Europe
must understand tbat it cannot consider or regard
itself as a watertight island ofdemocracy. Democracy
needs certain basic element$, and one of the elements
fundamental to the maintenance of world democracy
is the prosperity, advancement and progress of the
200 million people of Latin America and many
millions of Asians and Africans. '

83. Trade discrimination and the reduction" and
hampering of commerce does notpromote democracy;
in fact, it forms a barrier to understanding between
the peoples and thus impedes the general advance of
civilization, the relaxation of tepsion and the trans
formation and moral disarmament of mentsminds.
The fears of Latin America are based on genuine
suspicion of these economic groups which ha;ve been
established in Europe under the name of Common
Market or Outer Seven, and it is our fervent j;,ope
that the intere$ts of Latin America will be borne in
mind, for Latin America is an essential factor fu the
maintenance of democracy and freedom in Europe.

84. While I am on the subjeot of under-development,
may I refe;r to the realistic and praqtical way in
which Latin America is facing this problem. We all
!mow that until recently "Pan-Americanism" was
nothing but a high-sounding phrase. You all know,that
for years and years the people of Latin America had
lived on words. We were intoxicatedwith oratorywhile
Pan-Americanism remained just a commonplace of
polite conversation. But today, thanks to Bra,zilian
sensibility, thanks to the skill' and nobility of Brazil,
we have a new policy and a new philosophy of Pan
Americanism, a philosophy of Pan-Americ8.nism em
bodied in Operation Pan-America...

85. The political solidarity of the hemisphere has
been referred to and proclaimed by us, on many 0c
casions; but it was a frail, forlorn plant, for it lacked
the supporl of economic solidarity, and the central or
key idea of Operation Pan-America is precisely that
political solidarity should go hand in hand with eco
nomic soUdarity. Thus we have a new process and a
new doctrine in motion, a doctrine which began in
November 1958 and is already yielding concrete and
pOSitive results.

86. Operation Pan-America isa joint programme, a
mUltilateral programm:. to combat economic unde;r..
development, and it is divided into a number of
sections, such as public and private investment, the
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our countries and :In each of our continents we are 99. Let me go on to the facts of the matter and make
witnessing profound changes initiated byGovernments an tmequivocal aot of faith: it has been said that inter
in the social and economic spheres. ThiS is being national problems should not be referred to in the
done in order to secure justice, to wipe. out privilege United Nations General Assembly hall, becauseweare
and patronage, and political, racial and economic not here to trouble the peace oftheworld's conscience.
discrimination.' It has been said that it is better for problems to be

kept hidden andhushedup; butthe diplomacy of Ecuador
93. A start has been made in establishing justice today believes that the General Assembly is precj~aly
within frontiers, and this internal lustice will in- the place for the worla to learn the facts, believes
evitably have repercussions on international justice. that problems should be stated and exposed, dis
Yet, what good, I wonder, will all this internal justice passio!la:tely, clearly and temperately, but. at the same
do? What purpose would be served by the internal time quite realistically. And since I believe that I
justice for which all our peoples are yearning if the have the same right as any other representative of
notorious international injustices were to remain in- any other country to state here the anxieties, as
tact and unassailable? In the last analysis, to speak pirations and woes of the peoples of the world, I too
of justice is to speak of the supreme cause of so11- will recount my tale of woe though without sighs and
darity among nations. tears. It has been said that one does not seek justice
94. Hav.ing mentioned the word "solidarity", may I on one's lmees. I will disclose my troubles not be
take this opportunity, solely in the interests of pro- cause I hope for anything concrete or definitive from
moting that regional solidaritywhich is so much sought the Assembly, but simply in order to inform inter
after by all peoples, enhancing international aware... national opinion, to awaken the public conscience and
ness, and helping to increase the lmowledge of the to fulfll an elementary duty as a member of this
problems that area danger to general peace, to give Assembly.
from this world forum a short, factual and dis- 100. In 1829 atreatyV wa~signedwhichdefinitively,
passionate account of a problem w)rlch is troubling clearly and categorically established the frontier be-
one people, which is threatening the future of one t
people. Thi$ is a problem which is bound to touch the tween my country and the neighbolU'ing coun ry to the
juridical sensibility of the world, for it concerns a south, Peru. This solemn treaty, the fruit of the
people who believe that the time of force~ of threats Marshal of Ayacucho's magnanimit T, for the first

th Id time gave Peru access to the Amazon. This solemn,
and of coercion has gone, irretrievably, from. ewor flawless treaty finally settled the old frontier question
and given place to another far more permanent and between the two countries. I shall not weary the As
tangible force: the force of conciliation, of equity, of sembly by relating all the attempts made. from 1829
constructive harmony and mutual co-operation. to the present, to solve the problem. What problem·?
95. This America, of which we are so proud, is That created by the fact that the neighbouring country
juridically built up on certain immut..~ble principles to .the south crossed the !mazon, broke the treaty
which constitute the pride of the civilized world. In and continued to advance into the- Amazonian region
this America of ours we have doctrines andprinciples of Ecuador. All the attempts, all the i.legotiations
which have by now been assimilated and incorporated carried out in an endeavour to find a Dl\,tually ae
in the United Nations and the legal organizations es- ceptable solution to this problfJm after the treaty of
tablished throughout the world. 1829 failed. And so the Ame,rican count:r;'ies came

together in 1938',11 in the beautiful and modern city
96. Aggression confers no rights. Aggression must of Lima, and declared:
be rejected. Wars of conquest are no. justification
whatever for territorial acquisition. These are the "That the peoples of America have achieved
basic principles upon which the edifice of inter- spiritual unity through the similarity of their re-
Americanism has been constructed. publican institutions, theirunshakable will for peace,

their profound sentiment of humanity and tolerance,
and through their absolute adherence to the princi
ples of international law, of the equal sovereignty
of States ••• "

The Conferenoe of American States also said:
"That it reiterates, as a fundamental principle of

the Public Law of America, that the occupation or
acquisition of territory or any other modification or
territorial or boundary arrangement obtained
through conquest by force or by non-pacific meanS
shall not be valid or have legal effect. The pledge
of non-recognition of situations arising from the
foregoing conditions is an obligation which cannot
be avoided either unilaterally or collectively."

101" Thus in 1938, America said that it waS a duty
not to recognize the acquisition of territory by means
of force. Then, to our surprise, only three years after
1938, when the world was shaken by the aggression

97. We have proclaimed on many occasions iliour
charters and documents that international problems
must be solved on the basis of negotiations directed
towards peaceful and legal solutions. Yet, in the midst
of this great edifice, amid the vast columns of juris
prudence evidenced by charters and conferences, amid
stacks of declarations, we discover that here in
America there is a problem which is wounding the
sensibilities of a whole people, jeopardizingthefuture
of a whole people and undermining Pan-Americanism.

98. May I quote here a few words to which I listened
yesterday with great sympathy and great enthusiasm.
The President-Elect of Uruguay said: "This doctrine
decrees that any act ofaggressionwhether from inside
or outside the continent, against any American State,
shall be conSidered an act of aggression against the
entire continent" [875th meeting, para. 24]. On the
basis of the same dootrine, I would say' that injustice·
towards one CO\U1try and detraction from the rights and
fundamental guarantees which are inherent in a
country's sovereignty constitute an attack, not on one
particular country, but on a whole c\JD.tinent.
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and Peru, signed at Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in 1942.
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at Pearl Barbor, when all of us were hastening to 106. AS for friendship, what friendsb:lpcouldtherebe
help our brothers of :the United States to defend de- now between countries wb:lch in th,e ordinary course
JIlocracyagainst the totalitarian Powers, the small of events ought to be giving each other brotherly aid
and peaceful country called Ecuador was the :victim because they have many things in common, countries
of aggression, of .occupation, of invasion; its cities wbichnilght be furthering the progreSS of our cont!...
were destroyed and part of its territory was devas- nent side by side? What friendship can therebe where
tated. Why? For committing the sin of being peace- the:l"e is flagrJmtinjustice, injUStice not against
lov:lng, of believing in the rule of law, of believing Ecuador alone but against Pan...Amenca:rllSm and
that international problems; particularly among against all the precepts which constitute the founda
members of one and the s~me family, must be solv!3d tions of the United Nations? This boundary treaty
by calm and peaceful means, and not be perpetrating is not a boundary treaty, because when, an attempt
a ·Pearl Harbor on' America, that i~~ a. Pearl Barbor was made, to apply the Protocol despite the constant
against Pan-Americanism-wb:lch is what theoccu- protests of the Ecuadorian peopleJ it was found un
pation of Ecuadorian territory represented. workable and the frontier could not be demarcated in

several sections and over a considerable' distancee
102.' The world does not know these details, and the
world must know them; for I am not indulging in 107. Today., Ecuador has1'aised a cry ,of protest
slander-these are facts. Here in the newspapers ox and is proclaiming to the world-without asking
the United States, in The New York Times, and I can .' anyone's consent, because Ecuador is a freeandinde
show you the issues of that newspaper-there are pendent country and acts in accordance with the.
records of the invasion and occupation of E.cuador by dictates of its own conscience and the rules of inter
Peru in 1941. . American law-that it cannot re-spect an invalidproto-

col which is ·the consequence' of force, of occupation,
103. Of course, the Peruvians were well armed, well of coercion, of pressure~ Now we are told that we are
trained and well organized, and the Ecuadorians, who violating the international legal order because 'We are
had never dreamt of war but had thought only of peace, apparently attacking the sanctity of treaties. My dele
were defeated. We were not at war"we had no thought gation must tell this Assembly that the sanctity of
of fighting, and, I want you to lmow, several pr0"!inces treaties should apply to valid treaties, such as the

. of my country were occupied by Peruvian soldiers Treaty of 1829, but the principle of the sanctity of
and our very national existence waS endangered by treaties cannot be applied to those which have been
the establishment of a blockade of all its ports. concluded without th.~ consent of the parties and in
104. This happened in 1941, after a whole series of violation of the fundamental principles of law and of
declarations opposing the use of force, rejecting ag- the Charter of the Organization of American States.
gression and all the consequences following upon ago- 108. My country could not remain silent on tbia
gression. On this basis, with Ecuadorian territory problem and it was right that, in speaking here and
occupied, though my country had neither declared nor giving our views on the problems troubling the world,
provoked war, and had. put its faith in the legal ele- specific reference should be made to this problem
ments on. which civilized society is founded, with it.s in the heart of America. Fortunately for us, there are
territory occupiedand its cities devastated, my country four cOlL.."'ltries-the United St;lte-s, Argentina, J3razil
-was compelled to sign a protocol,the notorious 1942 and Chile"'wh!ch, as guardians of the peace and exe
Protocol of Peace,· Friendship· and Boundaries. W eutors of a moral obligation arising outof the Organi
This Protocol, quite regardless, provided that Pe- zation of American States and out of their duties as
ruvian forces would not leave the territory until impartial, brotherly States, have hitherto been en'"
fifteen days after the signing of the Protocol, as if to trusted with the responsibility of guaranteeing the
demonstrate and to record for history that Ecuador celebrated Protocol of 1942.
did not sign the Protocol willingly but was forced to
sign it only when the dagger was held at its heart. 109. I wish to take this opportunity to state publicly

our gratitude to the countries which have assumed
105. And now we are faced with a situation and a responsibility for this guarantee~ a guarantee not of a
Protocol wb:lch are the product of force, of coercion, country nor of a worthless piece of paper but of the
of violence; a Protocol which deprives my country of maintenance of international peace, solidarity and
almost half its territory. This Protocol not only justice.
deprives my country of 200,000 square.ldlometres of
territory; what makes the case particularly serious 110. We in Ecuador believe, and With some justifi
is that it is the country which discovered the Amazon, cation, that these problems must first be solved on a
which shed its blood in the' Amazon, the blood of regional basis, but since our country is also a Member
colonizers, of discoverers. ,This country has been of the United Nations, it was our duty to state the
hurled from the crest of the cordillera and deprived case her~, clearly and simply.
of all access to the Amazon. This being so, the country 111. I have been faithful to the historical facts.l have
in question has come here to tell its story and to not referred to other details :in the Charter of the-
explain that the Protocol of Peace, Friendsh:ip and .
Boundaries was not a protocol of peace, nor of friend- Organization of .American States because I did not
ship, nor of boundaries. It was not aprotocol of peace wish to weary you or to insult your intelligence.
because no protocol based on injustice can be a 112. In a word, Ecuador wishes to say to the world:
protocol of peace. As Sanchez de Bustamante said: because we were peaceful and because we trusted in
nOnly justice produces real peace. Injustice creates law and the rule' of law-and we shall continue to
only temporary peace, suspicion and insecurity." trust in them-we were invaded, we were occupied,

and a large part ofour territorywas devastated. Under
these circumstances we signed a protopol, .a. s()ooot
~alled Protocol of Peace, Friendship and Boundaries,
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of the facts·. He has told us a fantastic tale, in which
Peru, a countly of the loftiest principles, is presented
to us as an aggre$Sor and a Tiolato:r of certain treaties,
concluded in 1829, by which, he says~ -a frontier was
established. Ancient history, indeed!

122. I come to this rostrum with the confldence of
truth 2nd the serenity of justice; passion and emotion
'I leave entirely to otherS. In 1942, almost twenty
years ago, my country signed with Ecuador a Proto
col of Peace, Friendship and Boundaries deSigned to
.settle an old frontier question-a very complicated
question, but one in whioh there was one over
whelIning reality in Peru's favour~its sovereigntyover
and possession of the Amazon basin, which has had
links with Peru since the latter's d!scovery-thatisto
say, since the Inca empire. Peru signed this Protocol
after there bad been borde;r incidents ·provoked by
Ecuador. This is a matter of established fact, and my
country will have the documents circulated every
where, even though.it is not necessary to do so, there
being a guaranteed treaty in force between Peru and
Ecuador. These border incidents took place in vio
lation of the status quo existing between Peru and
Ecuador.

123. Peru, which is a peaceable country,which has
committed no 'aggression against any country, which
has, a tradition of Pan-Americanism; Peru, which in
1847 convened a congress to defend Ecuador against
a possible act of aggression from outside the conti
nent; Peru, which in 1853 defended Central America;
Peru, which in 1860 defended the Dominican Republic
and protested against Europeanintervention in Mexico;
Peru, which was the first in America to recognize
the belligerency of Cuba. Peru could not commit ag
gression against any country. All it did was defend
itself; and of course, in repelling aggression, its
fo;rces advanced and a peace treaty had to be signed.
It goes without saying that Peru did not keep an inch
of the territory its advance had covered. Why should
the territory which was the theatre of the unex
ceptionable military operations Peruwas compelledto
carry out be wilfully confused with the Amazon basin,
which was Peru's possession?

124. And now I am going to relate, not an adventure
story, but· the true story of this affair. As you know,
Pizarro had a :successor, his brother. Gonzalo. Gon
zalo wished to discover El Dorado, and from Cuzco
organized an expedition, which, after traversblg all the
various parts of Peru, found on arriving at Quito that
the best route at that time, and the easiest, was the
Napo river. A lieutenant of Pizarro, the Governor of
Peru, discovered the Amazon. How can it be said that
Ecuador, which did not even exist (for Ecuador did not
exist in 1539) discover the Amazon? There are Some
things which cannot be Said, even in the tolerant forum
of the United Nations.

125. The Viceroyalty of Peru sent its Governors,
Diego de Vaca and Marlfn de la Riva Herrera,and
established the Missions. The fact that for a mere
sixty years, from 1740 to 1802, these Missions were,
under the jurisdiction of the Viceroyalty of Santa F~·
did not deprive the King of Spain ofthe right to change
a doubtful boundary line.

126. And an eminent man, Francisco Requena. said I

to him: "Sire, you cannot govern the Amazon from
territories beyond the Andes. You must form a

Jr •••,.,. t
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, which did not m.ake peace, cannot foster friendship,
and ,was unable to establlsh boundaries; a protoCol
which constitutes only a wound, a deep a.nd throbbing
wound, in the heart of the Ecuadorian people; a proto
col which is contrary to Pan-Americanism. And here
it is America as a whole which is threatened.

113. The United Nations may say, -Let US see what
Pan-AmericaniSm will do in a case such as the one
pre.sented in the United Nations today•• In due course
my country will take the legal steps appropriate to

,the circumstances. For the time being, it has cO!l~

fined itselftoproclaimingthemvalidity ofthe Protoco1,
hoping and trusting that international influences and
legal .sensibility m America and throughout the world
will find an appropriate way to achiel'e a just and
peaceful solution.

114. Peoples do not die. The principles of justice
may often be flouted and the charters men write
violated. But peoples do not die, particularly peoples
who haTe faith in their destiny.

115., My country will go forward. despite the in
justices of which it has been the Victim, raiSing the
banner of justice and seeking conciliation. We shall
not indulge in hatred or revenge. My country calls
only for conciliation, justice and equity, and no one '
will silence us. Neither legal sophist.t'y nor the threat
implicit in the troops now concentrated along neigh
bouring frontiers will Silence us. To m.eet force-as
the United Nations has proclaimed-wehave justiceand
equity. While there exists a flag like that of the, United
Nations, countries like ours will have a rightto speak,
and we shall speak, with conviction, with strength and
with feeling. While there is a flag which blazons forth
i!-lSt1ce ,and freedom, countries like ours will have a
right to bring their troubles and their problems here.
This is Ecuador's contribution to the fifteenthsession
of the General Assembly: to make mownthe exiStence
of a problem, a situation of conflict which presents
a threat to our 'Very existence as a nation.

116. We want to settle the problem in such a way
that the Amazon will not be a source of discord or a
barrler of hatred but a channel which Will lead to the
transformation of that whole area and unite and bind
together all the peoples of that part of America.

117. There are many problems before the United
Nations General Assembly. Today, this is not another
problem for the United Nations; it is another world
problem, another problem for inter-Americanism.

118. I do luot think I have been lacldng in loyalty to
the United nations, or have carried out a "diplomatic
Pearl Harb...,r", by coming here to disturb this peace
ful atmosphe.l'e. Only saints canhide theirpain, silence
their griefs and hide realities. I am not a saint but
a diplomat, and it is my duty toBay that I neither hide
griefs nor keep silence about injustices. Injustices
must be revealed when the goal is justice.

119. The PRESIDENT: The representative of Peru
having expressed a desire to speak in the exercise of
his right of reply, I give him the floor at this point.

120. Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru)(translatedfrom. Spanish):
1 am sorry that the reprasentative cf Ecuador has
seen fit to add a speciously dramatic conclusion to an
interes~1ng discourse .on 'World problems.

121" On each of his points, the representative of
Ecuador has g1venusa totally inaccurate statement
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of Peru, goYerned Maynas as Peru.vianterritory, and /'
Ja6nas well, despite the fact that Ja6n still remained"
attached to the Viceroyalty of Santa F~i however,
of its own free choice it continued to be part of Peru,
and BoJ!va;r said: "I respect Jah's deciSion".

134. In 1832 the province of Quito separated from
Gran Colombia. And I ask you: was Maynas summoned
to the Convention of Riobamba, which established
Ecuador? It did not occur to anybody at that time that
representatives of Maynas might be summoned to
that Convention. Maynas was represented in the Pe- .
ruvian ass~mblies.

135. Mention has been made here of the Boundaries
Treaty of 1829. I have given this point much study..
The war of 1829 between Colombia and Peru was a
civil war between supporters of Bol!varand his ene
mies. There was no bOlUldary line; no line at all was

.'established. A document called the Spurious Pede
monte-Mosquera Protocol was produced. That has
been proved to bea forgery; there was no such line
in 1832. But naturally, since 1832 Ecuador has pel""
sisted in its Amazon claim..

136. Peru succeeded in signing an arbitration,.agree
ment with Ecuador. The arbitrator was thelGng of
Spain; and what did the King of Spain declare? That
the provinces of Jaen,Tumbes and Maynas belonged
to Peru by their own free decision.

137. What did the Great European internation~

jurists Renault, Lapradelle and PoUtis say? That es..
tabliShed sovereignty is inviolable. The Peruvian Ama..
zon was not only discoveredby a lieutenant of Pizarro,
with Peruvian money and an expedition organized
by Peru, but was also ~xploited by Peru. It was the
scene of the achievements of men like Salinas, Vaca,
Mart:Cn de la Rosa, Herrera, and Francisco Requena.
And later, when free navigation was establishedunder
the Treaty with Brazil, a population was settledthere,
a population. which toda.y probably amounts to 500,000

.inhabitants. The capital, lquitos, has 140,000 inhabi
tants. I ask you: What populations did Ecuador settle
in the Amazon basin? The Protocol of Peace, Friend
ship and Boundaries signed at Rio de Janeiro in 1942
did not take a single city from Ecuador. The Protocol
of Rio de Janeiro did not make any EcuadoJ;'ian citizen
change his nationality. Whatever there is on the
frontier, whatever has been achieved in the Amazon
region, is the Vlorkof Peru, and all that the Protocol
of Rio de Janeiro did was to sanction the sovereignty
and the long-established possession of Pel1l.· Thaf
that possession should be, opposed by a dream, an
aspiration. a desire I can perfectly well understand;
there was an aspiration and a desire, but an aspiration
and a desire do not constitute a right.

138.. It would be an affront to such great nations as
the United States of America, Argentina, the United
States of Brazil and Chile, to think that they would
give their guarantee to a Protocol which sanctionedan
act of spoliation. They gavetheir guarantee to a Proto
col which sanc'ti,oned the reality in the Amazonregion.
the long-established position. Peruhad demarcatedthe
boundaries of that .. territory With Brazil; it had. con
cluded with vari<.'US nations commercial treaties
which had their effects. in the Amazon region•... A!t
countries. including Ecuador, maintained c.oDsular
representatives at lquitos. .~

139. Thus, the assertions which have beenmadehbre
are completely arbitrary.

government ;in the Amazon reglon itself, where there
are pioneers from the Viceroyalty of Peru. If

127. Then the Government ofMaynaswas established,
with all the Amazon tributaries; and the Goyernment
of Maynas was annexed to Peru in 1802, by a decree
recognized by that venerable man Sim6n Bol!var, to
whom I have }md, the honour ofdevotingpart of my life.
In one of his letters, which I can produce, it is at
the disposal of the Assembly, Sim6n Bolrvar said:
ttThat territory has now been added to Peru by the
recent Decree of 1802". Thl.l8, in 1802 the Viceroyalty
of Peru was in possession (If the territory of Maynas.

128. But then Came the hour of independence. And
what happened during the struggle for independence?
Who freed Maynas? Who were the libel"ators of the
Amazon? Were they from Quito, or were they citizens
of Riobamba-very pleasant, agreeable and beautiful
cities, by the way, like all·Spanish American cities?
No! It was the Peruvian-Argentine army, the army
which had proclaimed the independence of Pe;ru, which
mobilized, and there, in the capital of Moyobamba,
proclaimed the independence of Maynas on its march
through the Amazon region.

129. And when Bishop Rangel began a counter-attack
from Brazil against the republica,ns and patriots,
another Peruvian army, coming 'from Chachapoyas
under the command of Commander Egusqmza, es
tablished the independence of Maynas and sotravelled
through all the towns of the Amazon region and the
ancient towns of Borja andSan Antonio, and afterwards
Nauta and lquitos, to proclaim solemnly the inde
pendence of Peru.

130. How can I fail to mount this rostrum. and ask,
not with high-sounding phrases but with the measured
voice of the truth, how it 'can be that an attempt is
being made to persuade the United Nations General
Assembly that the independence of the Maynas region
was won by citizens of Quito or Riobamba, and was
not won back by the Peruvian-Argentine army? Can
we disregard the oath of independence, which is the
m.anifestation of self-determination?

131. Maynas Was united with Peru of its own free
decision, a fact which is proved by. unassailable
authorities, against which Ecuador can cite no reply,
proof or fact.

132. Then what happened? In 1822 Maynas wasliber
ated. The Peruvian-Argentine armies received Boli..
var's call for co-operation, traversed the territory of
the "Audiencia" of Quito and fought the battle of
Piohincha, which liberated that region. At the time
when the Pichincha region was liberated, the mda-'
pendence of Maynas had already been proclaimed and
PerU. had attained its ind~pendence.

.133. But there :is another point; allow meto deal with
it beoause the historical truth mllStbe re-established.
Truth possesses inalienable rights., and justice canbe
founded only on the truth,not on misrepresentations.
After this, then, came the promulgation ofthe Peruvian

! Constitution of 1823. Ecuador was then not even in
etJlstence; there was a State of Gran Colombia. And

. the Constitution of 1823 was '1'8.tified 1>Y the peop~e of
Maynas and not the Constitution alone, but the princi
ples of 1822. RepresentatiTes of Maynas always at
tended the Peruvian congresses; they took part in the
Congresses of 1827, 1828 and 1832; theyswore loyalty
to the permanent Caaatitution; and Bol!var, as ruler
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at the end of today's mefi':ting. I now call on the repre
sentative of Libya.

145. Mr. FEKINI (Libya) (translated from French):
Once again, Mr. President, allow me to congratulate
you most warmly on your election to the Presidency
of this session of the General Assembly, both on my
own behalf and onbe~alf ofthe delegation of the United
Kingdom of Libya. The signal honourwhich the General
Assembly has conferred upon you and the great confi
dence it has placed in you by choosing you' to preside
over its work show its respect for and appreciation
of your experience, wide lmowledge and personal
qualities of tact and courtesy.

146. I should like to take this opportunity to assure
you of Libya's deep reopect for yOUl.' great country,
Ireland, and to pay a sincere and warm tribute to it
for its sound policy in world affairs and for the ef
fective and helpful part played by the Irish delegation
in the United Nations. You' have told us most ela-
quently of your hope that this Assembly will be the
Assembly of humanity: the Libyan delegation sincerely
hopes, Mr. PreSident, that you will exercise this im
portant international function with your customaryau-'
thority, dignity and wisdom, so that this Assembly may
successfully carry outits tasks. .

147. I should also like to expl'-;ass. again the Libyan
delegation's deep Kl'atitude tOtl~5:; President of the
last session of Assembly for the distinWllshed way in
which he discharged his duties.

148. The delegation of the United Kingdom of Libya
to the fifteenth session of the General' Assembly is
honoured and pleased to greet the distinguished dele
gations of Member States. from this world rostrum.
We are very happy-.. to assure them of our 10Y6.~1 and
sincere ca-operation. We hope that this Assembly
will carry on its debates' in complete harmony and
that its work will be crowned with brilliant success.
It is the Libyan delegation's pleasant duty to welcome
the eminent Heads of State and other important figures
who have taken the trouble to demonstrate, by their
presence here, the imporlance they attach to this
session of the General ANsembly. This is indeed a
turning-point in history.

149. It is also our priVilege to express, on behalf of
the King, the people and the Government of Libya, our
best wishes for the progress, prosperity and peace of
all the nations united in their love of freedom, justice
and the noble principlefJ. of the United Nations Charter,
for the fulfilment ofwhichmen and nations are worldng
to strengthen world peace and to promote harmony
and co-operation among the members of the growing
family of nations.

150. Libya was delighted to welcome the admission of
sixteen new -States to. the United Nations. This aus
picious event is an important milestone. on Africa's
ha:rd road to freedom and also marks the fi.n~l settle
ment of the Cyprus problem,whichhas been a cause of
instability and insecurity inthe eastern Mediterranean.
The family of in4ependent African States, with its
numbers increased, can now make a constructive .
contribution to the work ofthe UnttedNationsand help
proVide a stronger' and more conaiste:nt foundation for
world stability. The family of indt..~pendent African
States is also called upon to asaunm Jts responsi
bUities in securing the appUoation in Africa and
throughout the world of the principle of self-deterDli-
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142. This is a serious matter, because it involves a
treaty which has been put into effect and carried out
-a treaty, moreover, which reflects historical and.
legal realities. Nothing has been taken from Ecuador,
for Ecuador has livedfor 120yearswithout these terri
tories. Moreover, the Protocol of Rio de Janeiro
granted it other territories, a fact which it has for
gotten to mention. The Protocol recognized as be
longing to Ecuador the territories of the upper river
basm, to which Peru might have laid claim under the
Decree of 1802, and the Protocol does not debar
Ecuador from traffic on the Amazon river; it author
izes such traffic in the broadest form permitted by
international law.

144. The PRESIDENT: The representative of Ecuador
has asked to speak in 'reply to the representativ60f
P~"Jl. lam very anxiolis to 'be strictly fail." to the re
presentative of Ecuadp,i} but I am also very anxious
to be fair to the three speakers who have inscribed
their names on the list for this afternoon and who are
waiting to speak, and. to the Assembly, which! feel
does not wish to be diverted from the general debate
into a,discussion of a matterwhich is not on the agenda
at all. I would therefore ask the representative of
Ecuador not to persist with his request. If, however,
he feels that he must, I am prepared. to call upon him

il

143. It is an extremely serious matter that, because
a treaty conflicts with election propaganda or with
certain interests of very recent date, it should be
called null and void. Treaties camiot be abrogated
unilaterally; treaties must be carried out. One of the
fundamental rules of law is .pacta sunt servanda. All
that Peru asks is that the treaty shouldbe carried out;
all it wishes is that the demarcation of the boundary
should be completed, that the international personality
with which it attained independence, and the work of'
the liberators, the work of that army which freed
Maynas~ the work of liberation which BoHvar re
s~ected, should continue to be respected.

140. Mr. Velasco Ibarra, President of Ecuador, has
said, in documents which Peru has circulated, that he
will recognize the Protocol of Rio de Janeiro; that he
does not ask for a revision oUhe Protocol. Only ~ow
doubtless because of certain' electoral campaign
promises-has this explosion occurred, after an inter
val of almost twenty'years, against a Treaty executed
with the co-operation of the United States ofAmerica,
Argentina, Brazil and Chile. All the posts have been
set up, and marks have been put in place over a
distance of 1,600 kilometres; only a short distance
of seventy-eight ldlometres remains to be demarcated.
So· this is a treaty which has been put into effect and
carried out, and it is a treatywhich reflects historical,
leg3J. and political realities in America.

141. Mention has been made of a declaration by the
Eighth International Conference of American States at
Lima. At that Conference, it was said that respect for
the pers.onality of States and respect for and the
faithful observance of treaties constituted, the essence

. of international order. The personality of Peru is
that with which Peru emerged in 1821 and 1822, the
years of independence; and at that time Jaen and
Maynas were part of Peru. Maynas is bone of the
bone, and flesh of the' flesh of Peru. It may have
been an object of Ecuadorian dreams and desires;
but reality is one thing and dreams another.
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156, Thealarmtng and dangel"ous developments inthe·
international situation over the last few monthS have
provided irrefutable proof of the necessity of keeping
the United Nations alive in theto$redworldof today"
One can easily imagine what would have happened
after the break betweenthe two opposingblocs, if there
had been no final appeal to ·the conscience of the world
in the Assembly.

157. Apart from and above the duel between the two
super Powers of the world oftoday, the United Nations
is stUI the last resort of the oppressed peoples, sus
taining, and strengthening their hopes that they will
one day enjoy their fundamentalfreedoms, realize
their natLu'B1~ aspirations to .self-determination, and
enjoy their right to freedom and human dignity. I
should like to take this opportunity of expressing to
the Secretary-General and his assistants the Libyan
Government's gratitude, encouragement, and good
Wishes for the success of their efforts on behalf of
the United Nations.

158. Inasmuch as its major concern is to defend its
territorial integritY,independence and national sove
reignty and to preserve its ideals, its traditions and
its spiritual ang. national values, thEt Ullited Kingdom
of Libya isdoin~ everything in its power to maintain
the friendliest relations with the western Powers and
the most correct and normal relations withthe eastern
Powers. These relations are~based on mutual respect
and understanding, in order to protect the interests
of both sides and further international co-operation.
This is how Libya proves its heartfelt desire to work
dispassionately and with an unprejudiced mind for
understanding and harmony, as is implicit in honest
acceptance of the Purposes and Principles oftheUnited
Nations, for the sake of an improvement in inter
national relations. I would add that Libya's inter
national relations are governed above all by its re
solve· to work tirelessly for the triumph of the
principles of self-determination, dignity and freedom
in the interests of world peace and tranqut111ty,

159. Libya is continuing to workin completeharmony
and solidarity with the independent States of Africa
and ASia to extend their co-operation and ,so help
realize the principles onwhich the African-Asian com
munity is based. The principles and resolutions of
Bandung, Accra, Monrovia, Addis Ababa and, more
recently, of Leopoldville, bear eloquent testimony to
the solidarity of the independent oountries of Asia
and Africa' and to their common desire to work to
gether for the. greater moral and material well-being
of their peoples. This African-Asian soUdarity is
strengtlu~nedby their joint action to fulfil tlie Purposes
and Principles of the Ullited Nations and to secure
broad international co-operation for peace and se
Curity.

160. In these troubled times, and in the crises which
beset the world, the independent countries of the
African-Asian group are uniting their efforts. to bring
about a stability favourable to peaoe and better inter
national co-operation. The moral and spiritual Valu.es
of Asia and Africa, and the:lr~ichheritage of wisdOJJ1$
which light the way before their independent States,
are a precious guide ~to a better future. I should like
to add in this connexion that the principles of freedom
and dignity and the noble human 'Values which are and
always have been the glory of the valiant nations of
Latin· America, are shared by the renascent peoples
of Africa and Asia, and thus link the African-Asian

nation to allthoae peoples who are still dependent and
often oppressed, thus speeding their final Uberation
and helping them realize their legitimate aspirations
to human dignity, national independence and terri
torial integrity.

151. Once again, on behalf of the King, the people and
the Government of Libya, we pay a most heartfelt
tribute to the peopl€:Js and leaders of the newly-ad
mitted States for the efforts and sacrifices they have
made to attain their l\ational objectives. On their ad
mission to the United Nations, we wish them every
succesS in inteI'I.l~cional co-operation, combined with
peace, prosp~!'ity and progress.

152. The United Kingdom of Libya, in its fervent de
sire for the creation and maintenance of world con
ditions conducive to lasting peace, has observed the
deterioration in the international situation over the
last few months with grave anxiety. The failure of the
Paris Summit Conference, which collapsed before it
began, blighted all men's hopes that the two opposing
blocs which now cover two large sections ofthe world's
surface, would have an opportunity of trying to put
their relations on a more normal footing, find the right
solutions to their disputes and thus usher in the era
of harmony and understanding reflUired for the mainte--o
nance of international peace and security. Libya
deeply regrets the abrupt breaking off of the dis
cussionS between East and West, and joins With all
the other peace-loving nations of the world in hoping
most fervently that wisdom, common sense and good
will will prevail over the forces of discord, strife and
tension. In a world threatened by the terrifyinf~per
fection of instruments of total destruction, it is more
necessary than ever that everything humanly posaible
should be done· witldn the United Nations to bring
about a resumption of the East-West discussions, in
order that the two parties whom history has made
responsible for world peace may try to settle their
diff~rencesby negotiation and peaceful means.

153. Libya beUeves that the growing number ofsmall
Powers in the United Nations should spare no effort
to assert their will for peace. They should use all
their strength and their increasing moral authority to.
help the two super Powers of the world of today to
overcome their present difficulties and to sacrifice
empty considerations of prestige for the sake of the
safety of manIdnd.

154. The United Kingdom of Libyatakes everyoppor
tunity to affirm its unswerving devotion to the United
Nations. Libya, as an independent andsovereignState,
was born under the auspicet~ ofthe United Nations~ and
since its independence Wafl proclaimed, it has been
guided by an unshakable reisolye to abide faithfully by
the ideals and principles of the international Organi
zation which enabled it to reaUze the aspirations of
its long struggle for dignity, freedom and independence..

. 155. At a time when the United Nations is going
through a .difficult period, which some have even
called a United Nations "crisis", Libya feels it mor\S
necessary than ever to proclaim its undyinn faith in
the United Nations. The Libyan people's de~otion to
the int6:i::n,~tional Organization which found a just and
equit;ible solution in Libya's owncase, is now
strengthened by its firm conviction that this Organi
zatl\Qn is an essential instrument for the maintenance
of fieace and security and for the establishment of
woxi!ld understanding, harmony and co-operation.
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safeguards for the honest and genuine execution of a
free consultation. At the .same time, it appointed a
delegation to begin the ·pourparlers·.

173. The provisional government of the AlgerianRe
public explained clearly that it had no intention of ne
gotiating about the political destiny of Algeria, but
would· leave the decision on that subject to a vote by
the Algerian peaplee

174. Not only did Francerefu.aecategoricallytoent~r

into discussion with the appOinted representatives of·
the proviSional gove;rnmentof the Algerian Republic,
but French leaders, including General de Gaulle bitn.-o
aelf during his famous -tour· of the mess halls-after
the tumultuous riots at Algiers in January 1960,
stated clearly that France alone would determine the
conditions of thereferendum~evenadding that the
French Army would supervise the future elections!

175. Without losing heart, and in spite ofthe deadlock
caused by the French Government's attitude, the pro
visional government of the Algerian P.~publicha$con'"
stantly asserted. that it was ~19~ to enter into
negotiations at any time with France with a view to
settling the conditions for a cease-fire and to reach
a peaceful negotiated ,solution of the Algerian con.:fijct.

176. Not wishing to let slip any oP;Portunity ofputting
an end ~o the conflict and finding a definitive solution,
the provisional government of the Algerian Republic
sent an affirmative?eplytotheinvitationwhich General
de Gaulle finally decided to aend it on 14 June 1960,
that is, only a few months before the opening of the
General Assembly session.

177. On 20 June, the provisional government of the
Algerian Republic announced that ithaddecidedtosend
a delegation led byMr.. Ferhat Abbas tomeet General
de GauIle and. was instructing two emissari\B, Mr.
Boumendjel·and Mr. Ben Yah;ia, to go toPariS to pre
pare for the Algerian delegation's journey. Thus, from
25 to 29 June 1960, at Melun,thefirstofficial meeting
was held between the accredited representatives ofthe
two parties to the Algerian conflict. This gave rise
toa ray of hope; a large section of French opinion
favouring peace andthe Algeriannationalists as well as
the peoples of the whole world, coulddare to hope that
the proc.esB of restormg peace in Algeria was be
ginning. Unfortunately, the world, anxiously awmtlng
the end of these preliminary discussions, was soon to
be sadly.disappointed. On 29 June, the FrenchGovern
ment issued a communiqu~ stating peremptorily that
its representatives -had made kJlOWD the conditions
under which ·pourparlers· could be arranged. This
lrl.gh-handed and intransigent attitude takoen by the
French Government was tantamount, in the circum
stances in which the Algerian side was situated, to a
refusjll to negotiate. All the proposals andsuggestions
put forward by the Algerian emissaries were cate
gorically rejected. Under the conditions stipulated by
France,. the .Algerian delegation would have been',in a
position totally incompatible with honour, freedom and
dignity, that is to say, incompatible with the ,status
of negotiator.

.178. On 4 July 1960, theprovisional government ofthe
Algerian Republic issued a commUniqu~ in which it
explained the reasons for the failure of the pre
liminary conversations at Melun and olearly demon
strated the French Government's responsibility in
the matter. But it left the door open, and asked only
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of a certain doctrine put forward the prudent advice
that it was 8bsolutely essential to give. the two parties
concerned the opportunity to settle their differences
and that United NationJ;J intervention wool€}, tend to
obstruct a generous solution ofthis problemby France.
This way of thjnkingls in faet.notbing hut a re- .
flection, whether involuntary or. engineered, of French
tactics~ which each time have m.erely sought to gain
time in the hope of stifling the Algerian nationalist
revolt by force of arms and dealing a.decisive .blow
to check the urge towards liberationwbichhas aroused
the whole of Algeria.

169. For QlU" part, while explaining ov~r and over
again that the Algerian revolt was an irrevocable
decision of the Algerian people, we haTe cOl~tantly

recommended that it was the dutyofthe United Nations'
to intervene seriously and positively with a ~ew to'
enabling France and flghijng Algeria to 8.l'Tive, UItiier
United Nations aUSpices, at a peaoeful negotiated~so
lution of the Algerian conflict in the ove~Tidingi1ll.ter
est of peace and in the ultim~te interest cf ]~ra.nce

itself. We were all the ·moie emphatic in putting
forward this view at the last session because we
thought that an encouraging starting-point had finally
been reached, namely the agreement of both parties
on the right to se1f-determi.na~onas the basiS of a
negotiated settlement for the restoration of peace in
Algeria. This starting-point, we thought, gave the
United Nations the desired opportunity to' throw the
weight ·of its authority into the balance in ·order to
provide the necessary means fortbe consu:ltationuf
the Algerian people on their ultimate destiny in ,t3on
ditlons of freedom and with all due safeguards.

170. Some delegations, well-intentioned, certainly,
but unfortunately nl-informed as to ou:r tragic and
bitter African :realities, were convinced by the per
sistence, not to say the intrigues, of those who loudly
proclaimed that any interventionbythe United Nations,
whatever form it took, would be both ill-timed and
dangerous, and that this time France must be given

_ the opportunity to find her own solution for the Al
gerian conflict. It was therefore impossible to adopt a
resolution which quite simply expressed universally
accepted facts, that is to say, the reQognition of the
right of the Algerian people to self-determination and
an appeal for Ifpourparlers" for 'the purpose offinding
a peacefui solution based on the right to self-deter
mination in accordancewith the principles of theUnited
Nations. Representatives will remember the strange
cirClPllstances of the vote on a draft resolutionwhich,
after gaining the requisite two-thir.ds majority in the
voting on separate paragraphs, did not obtain the Battle
majority when voted upon as a whole.

171. But the evolution of the Algerian question during
1960, the year of Africa; has clearlyshownthe futility
and danger of the wise and prudent advice that the
United Nations Should not intervene and that France
.shollld be given an opportunity to find the desired
$olution to the conflict.

172. It may be wotth while to renew these de
velopments briefly. In accepting the principle. of
self-determination as the basis for a peaceful solution
of the Algerian problem, the provisional government
of the Algeriun Republic insisted that it was essenti8.1
to ensure its fair and loyal implementation•. To this
~d,'it offered to enter into "pourparleran with the
French Government with a view to determining the
conditions of a cease-fire as well as the. necessary
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186. While voicing the absolute and un:nd.ling support
of Libya for the Algerian people in their heroic
struggle toreauze their national aspiration.s, Ishould
like to exPress once again the most fervent hope that
through United Nations arbitration a newerawUl dawn
in the relations between France and an Algeria which
has freely and genuinely determined its .own policy
so that these relations may be based on renewed
friendship, mutual respect and truly fruitful co
operation.

187. The deterioration of the situation in the Re
public of the Congo (Leopoldville) causes Libya the
gravest concern. The Libyan Government, which se
verely condemned Belgium's military intervention in
the Congo, considers that it was the ensuing se
cessionist movements which plunged thenewState into
the maelstrom of difficulties now b,csetting it and
created serious threats to its unity and terr:torial
integrity.

188,. Actuated by feelings of fraternal solidarity with
this new African State, Libya hastened to offer every
thing in its power and within the limits of its capa
bilities to aSJ3ist the United Nations in the fulfilment
of its responsibilities in the Congo. The. Libyan dele
gation wishes to assure the United\Nations and the
Central Government of the Republic of the Congo of
Libya's desire. to give :its unconditional support and
make its contribution in keeping with the truenational
aspirations of the Congolese peopie•. '1'li.e people and
the Government of Libya,whileaf:firm.ing the nec.essi~

manifest its presence inemergencies through United
Nations observers or forces." [868th meeting, para.
50.]

183. If there is any region in Africa where peaceful
change ought to be promoted and where there is a
typical case of emergency,. it is certainly Algeria.
This is an additional reason for the United Nations to
tak~ its responsibilities in the AlgeriaIl crisis seri-
ously~ .

184. Now that France has recognized the Algerian
people's right to self-determination, the competence
of the United· Nations in the matter and its duty to
help in arriv:illg at a· peaceful solution of. this conflict
can no longer be in the slightest doubt, either in the
realm of law or in that of political expediency•.

185. On this point Mr. G$rielMaroel~adistingu.ished
member of the Institut de France, commented, in an
article entitled ·Splendid Isolation" published by the
newspaper Le Monde on 27 September 1960:

"There is one observation to be made. Arenot our
opponents~ and even our friends, justified in saying
that there is a contradiction between admitting the
right of the Algerians to self-determination and de
claring that the Algerian question is a domestic
matter? It is difficult to see, in fac~ how these two
propositions can be reconciled. To speak ofapurely
domestic matter is to say that Algeria is a French
province, and in that case it is no more entitled
to recognition of the right toself-determinationthan
is Brittany or Provence.

"To admit that right, on the other hand, is to
aCknowledge that Algeria cannot be likened· to a.
French province, and in that case the claims of the
United Nations no longer appear inadmissible.
Quibbles designed to evade this dilemma will con-

, vince no one.-
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that the conditions should.be compatible with the
principle of negotiation.

179. The whole world was then expectingtosee Gene
ral de Gaulle intervene with a noble gesture to save
the situation inaccordancewiththe demands of realism
and good sense. Unfo;rtunately, inhis statements during
his tours of the French prov:inces~General de Gaulle
confirmed France's position as announced at Melun.
His subsequent statements on the Algerian question
have been no more helpful to the process, which had
seemed about to begin, of moving towards a negotiated
settlemont .of the conflict. What is worse, the French
Government has initiated a process of so-called evo
lution in Algeria by means of Commissions d'~lus,

(Commissions of Elected Persons) nnder a system of
French administration far removed from the realwill
of 'the Algerian people. This policy can only result in
complicating the situation in Algeria' still furthi,?,r.

.180•..l'.1p.s di.scouraging development led the pro
visional government of the Algerian Republic to draw
the obvious conclusions. On 22 August 1960 it an.
nounced:

ItThe provision8..l government of the Algerian Re
public has taken note of General de Gaulle's re
fuSal to negotiate on the conditions and safeguards
for a free consultation of the Algenan people.
French policy is depriving self-determination of all
democratic content and seeks to impose by force a
status which would tend to JBalkanize' Algeria. In
these circumstances, the proviSional government of
the Algerian Republic considers that the consultation
of the Algerian peoplemustbe conductedbym.eans of
a referendum organized and supervised by the
United Nations.-

181. The war in Algeria has cost too dear in victims
and in misery. The sons of Algaria and of F'rance are
falling in thousands in this senseless and futile war
which France is waging against the Algerian people.
The war is continually increasing the threat to peace
in Africa in particular and in the world in general.
In the awakening African continent, the danger is
that it. will spread, with incalculable consequences
for the future of Africa'S relations with the Western
world. It is time, therefore, that the United Nations
fully Shouldered its responsibilities and settled once
and for all the difficulties .preventing the sound imple
mentaticm. of the principle of self-determination for
the Algerian people, by means of a referendum organ
ized and supervised by the international Organization.
It is also time for the allies and friends. of France,
if there is to be any meaning in calling this year Itthe
year of Africa", to bring their authority and influence
to bear in favour of settling the Algerian question
through the arbitration of the United Nations. other
wise it will be too late to win the friendship of the
African peoples, who are bound to draw inferences
from what is liable to be regarded as proof of com
plicity and connivance on the part of the Western
leaders and their henchmen in what is called the free
world.

182. Only a few days ago, President Eisenhower said
in his remarkable speech, which was largely devoted
to Africa:

ftJn the developing areas, we must seektopromote
peaceful change a$well as to assist economic and
Social progress. To do this-to assist peaceful
change-the international community must beable to
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dependent., Such a declaration would. eloquently ex
press the' true significance of this year of Africa.

199. The United Kingdom of Libya Wishes to reaf.iirm
its c-oilvictionthat it is incumbent onthe United Natrtns,
in view of its responsibilities for the maintenance of
world pea~iJe and security, to conttnue to work tire-
lessly in c~uest of aD. acceptable solution to the dis
armament· proiC~m. Libya is deeply concerned at the
general ar~m.ents raceanclis following with great
interest and fe:rvent hope the ·~fforis beingmadelmger
United NatIons auspices to seekasa1:isfactorysob'LtiOn.
in the 'field of disarmament. The Libys.n d.e\egation
profoundly r?grets that the Ten-Nation Con1lIl.ittee
on Disarmament 1Mas not able ~o continue it~i work.
We consequently consid,er it extremely importilnt that
the United Nations continue its efforts, undismayed
and unwearying, to bringabout the resumption ofinter
national negotiations for a constmctive solution,under
the aegis ,of the United Nations,-leading to general
and complete disarmament under effective inter
national control.

194. The Libyan delegation, besides wi~i'hing to ex
press its satisfaction at the, voluntary de.facto sus
pension of nuclear tests, considers that the technical
negotiations onthe control ofnuclear tests give groundS
for hope 'that the bodies concerned may eventually
reach a satisfactory agreement_.in this sphere. The
Libyan delegation hopes that the suspension, andlater
the final prohibition,. of nuclear and thermonuclear
weapons~ besides protecting manldnd from totaldes
truction., will usher in an era when atomic energy
will be mled 1301e1y for peaceful purposes.

195. It is nevertheless very regrettable that France,
in spite of friendly pleadings, protests, condemnation
and appe.als by the United Nations, should have per
sisted :i1a carry;f.ng out the first atomic tests in the
heart of! Africa. All Africa was profoundly shocked
by, and condemned, these acts so dangerous· to health
and woumding to the dignity of its peoples .and inde
pend~ntStates. We shall continuetovoice ourvigorous
protestl3 aga.inst--these attacks onthe integrity ofAfrica
in defi:mce of the unanimously expressed will of its
peoplel3. The United Nations, for its part, should
shoulder its responsibilities with regardtothese acts,
which were condemned in the General Assemblyreso
lution [1379 (XIV)] on:the French atomic tests in the
Sahar'a.

196. The Libyan delegation alsomaintains thatthe re
markable achievements of man in the exploration of
outer space should be used for peaceful purposes, for
the good of mankind and scientific progress. .

197. The vast funds expended in the armaments race
could more profitably be devotedtothe cause of peace;
they could greatly aid the exploration oIthe world's
natural resources, and Serve to raise the standards
of living of populations at the mercy of such scourges
of mankind as poverty, ignorance and disease. The
Libyan -delegation would like to avail itself of this
opportunity to express' its appreciation of the efforts
being made by the United Nati.ons~ in the shape of
technical assistance,,} to combat these scourges and
thus help improve the lot of their victimS.

198. Situations representinga latenttbreattopeaceful.
prograsa (llowexiSt lnvarious parts in the world. We
therefore consider that these situations should con
tinue to receive the constant attention of the United
Nations, in the discharge of its permanent responsi,~

of preserving the Congo·s unity and territorial in"'"
_-,-=-~iy,,~$Jl to assure the Central Government of the

Republic of th~Congo of their fullest solidarityand ~o

express the hope that all the Congolese leaders will
realize the urgency of doing' everything possible to
safeguard unity, mutual understanding and co-opera
tion in the highe:r; interests of the Congo and of Africa
as a whole. This is the only way to protect. their
young homeland from 13ecessio»lst threats and neo
colonialist machinations designed to dismemb~r it.

189. It is in that spirit that Libya took part in the
wor!< of the recent African ConferenceQl at Leo
poldville and gave its full endo:i~ement to the reso
lutions adopted there, with the overriding aim of en
suring African solidarity and world peace.. Also in
conformity with this attitude, and in order to giV~4

full support to the CentrclGovernment of the Re
pUblic of the Congo, the United Kingdom of Libya
will do all it can to help carry· out the provisions of
the resolution [1474 (ES-rv)] 'adopted at the end of the
fourth emergency special session recently devoted to
cOIl$iderationof the Congo crlsis by the General As-
sembly. .

190.. Li.bya is deeply concerned at the explosive situ...
ation in· the Union of South Afl;ica. The systematic
policy of segregation and 'racial discrimination ex
alted into a "raison d't;tat" by the Union Government,
the domination exercised by a minority of whites
over an overwhelming majority of Africans and the
denial of fundamental human liberties constitute a
gr~~ve danger to the peaceful evolution of the southern
part of the African. continent and for harmonious co
existence in a multiracial society.

191. Being profoundly attached to the fundamental
fr~edoms of the human person and to the innate right
of Africans to live in liberty and dignity on the soU
of their ancestors, Libya considers that the present
situation in South Afrj,.ca, besides involving the most
flagrant violation ofthe principles ofthe United Nations
Charter, constitutes a grave threat to peace and se
curity, not to mention the alarming international
frictions to which it is continually giVing rise. We

. all remember the dramatic situation created last
spring by the wholesale killings of Unarmed. popu
lations, who were peacefullydemonstratingagainSt the
violation of their elementarYrighttomoveaboutfreely
in their own country" There is a more pressing need
than ever for the General Assembly to devote its
most earnest attention to the question of 1tapartheid"
in,South Africa, and to recommend measures as ef
fective as possible,· including the appropriate
sanctions, if necessary, to put an end, during this
year of Africa, to the most flagrant violations of the
elementary liberties of Africans in their own African.
territory. .

192. The Libyan delegation will follow with the
greatest interest and with close attention the dis-

. cus.sion of.th~ questions l'elat1ng to the remaining
Non-Self-Governing Territories, in the hope that .the
General Assembly will find a speedy solution in.con
formity with the right ofpeoples toself-determination.
In this 13pirit the Libyan delegation will support to its
utmost any United Nations declaration in favour ofthe
final abolition of colonialism. and theimtnediate

<'granting of indepenliE;nce to all peoples who are still

Y Conference of· Independent African States. Special Session held at
LeopoldvUle 25-30 August: 1960" .
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will soon become independent and take their rightful
place in this council of nations. No Power, however
great or strong it may be, can resist the march of
history and time, both of which are, fortunately and
definitely, . on the side of the countries that are
struggling for their birthright of freedom and inde
pendence.

205. There is another category of-countries that are
not Members ofthis Organization for altogether differ
ent reasons. I have inmind such countries as Germany,
Korea and Viet-Nam, which remain artificially divided
as a result of circumstances or conditions of power
politics obtaining at the end of the Second World War.
We hope and pray for improvement in the climate of
international relations andpower politics, sothat these
divided nations may achieve unity in freedom andtake
their seats among us.

206. In this connexion I cannot help roferring to the
question of the representation of China,which stands in
a class by itself. In our opinion, the United Nations
can neither become universal nor can it reflect the
politicai realities existing in the world today until the
People's Republic of China is given its rightful place
in the Organization. The United Nations will not be
able to fulfil effectively some of its most important
purposes and functions 'lUltil the People's Republic of
China is brought in. The United Nations Charter speaks
of lithe peoples of the United Nations", and it cannot
be fully representative of the peoples of the world
when 630 million people have been deprived of the
beneficent··and constructive influences of the various
activities of the United Nations. In questions like this
that are vital to the effectivoness and growth of the
United Nations itself, r'I feel that greater imagination
and foresight are l\eeded than the United :N'ations has
thus far shovm. In this connexionwe feel that the Man
golianPeople's Republic too has a. rightful claim to
membership of this Organization~

207. Perhaps. it is not necessary for me to repeat
that we have always stood for Algerian independence.
When the President of France made a solemn decla
ration on 16 September 1959, we had hoped that the
new French policy would lead to Algerian self-deter
mination and to the solution of the Algerian question
once and for all. But looking back over the progress
of the past year, we find that the constructive move
initiated by the President of France was not carried
to its log~cal conclUSion, certainly not because of
Algerian failure to respond, but because of the tmie
realistic conditions with which the French sought to
hedge around the original offer of negotiations on the
basis of self-determination.

208. With regard to the Middle East situation,weare
of the view that the solution ofthe problem confronting
the Middle East lie$ inthe direction ofrecognizing and
accepting the political realities that prevaU there
today. In other 'Words, prospects of peace in this
area, O~ well .as. in t:he. world in general, would be
strengthened if some reaUstic and practical solution
could be de'Yised to end the Arab-Israel conflict.

209. The authors of the Charter had hoped that the
great PowerS would continU"3 to move ahead and
.strengthen the United Nations witha sufficientmeasure
of unanimity. But this hope has not alwa~r~ been real
ized and serious deadlocks have arisen between the
contending power blocs onmany international iSsueS of
peace and security. Under the impact ofnew demands.
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bilities £01' the maintenance of stability, peace and
security in the world. Libya, being deeply anxious
that conditions conducive to \~he consolidation ofpeace
should prevail~ considers it ofthe greatest importance
that at the critical points in Europe, the Middle East,
the sou.-thern part of the Arabian Penins'lla, Africa,
South East Asia and the Carribbean, disputes shouldbe
settl1ed by peaceful means with due regardfor the real
and genuine aspirations of the populatlons concerned.
The Libyan delegation believes that, to this end, the
United Nations must remain the supreme arbiter before
whom all internationaldisputes shouldfind their peace-
ful solution. .

199. In assuring the other delegations ofo~~ close and
sincere co-operation, I should like t() conclude by ex-·
pressing the unshakable resolve of Libya. to workwith
other Member States for the triumph of the ideals and
principles of the United Nations, and by once more
wishing the General Assembly every success in its
work during the present session.

Mr. Adeel (Sudan), Vice-President, took the Chair.

200. Mr. KOIRALA (NepDl): It is my honour and
privil.age, fl.rst of all, to convey the greetings and
salutaf;'lonsof the people and Government of Nepal and
the best wishes of our Sovereign, P..is Majesty King
Mahendra, for the success of the fifteenth regular
session of the General Assembly.

201. I should like to mqr.'-='ss to Mr. Boland our con
gratulations on his election to the high office of
President of the General Assembly at this session.
His experience in the work of the United Nations,
combined with his intrinsic merit, amply qualify him
for the post which he now holds. I have no doubt that
under his wise .guidance this session of the General
Assembly will not only be able to accomplish its work,
but will also achieve lasting results-beneficial to the
cause ofpeacet prosperity and the prog"i'ess ofmankind.

202.. I would also like to take this opportunity to as-
.sociate myself whole-heartedly with those who have
already paid a tribute of welcome to the new Members
from Africa and elsewhere. Their adm.is~ionhas un
doubtedly brought the United Nations very close to its
cherished goal of universality, and we have no doubt
that the Organization will greatly benefit by their
contribution to and participation in its deliberations.

203. May I also express the hope that, in the inter
national situation of today, which is singularly domi
nated by what might be called a "bigPower complex",
not only among great Powers, but also among Powers
that aspire to the role of big Powers and in so doing
develop a complex of the same kind, the new Members
will bring a certain freshness of outlook on world
events, and throw in their weight with those forces in
the United Nations which have no complex ofany ldnd.
In welcoming the new Members, I feel that we are
welcoming nations which have a similar approach to
the basic problems. of the world today. I speak on
behalf of a small uncommitted nation which has no
pretensions of any kind. In welcoming the new
Members, we are OOD.$clous ofan accession ofstrength
to our point of view.
204. I must point out, how6Yer; that thel"e are .st:l11 .
many countries that are 'hot yetMembers ofthe United
Nations for some reason or other.We hope and believe
that those countries in Africa and elsewhere that are
not yet free and are still under colonial domination
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the functions of the United Nations have undergone
some transformation and the role of the General
Assembly has acquired a new dimension, as was
proved by the part it played in resolving the crises
in Egypt and Lebanon. Nowhere is this fact more
clearly evident today than. intheaffairs ofthe Republic
of the Congo (Leopoldvllle), where the United Nations
has taken upon itself the responsibility of restoring
order in an otherwise chaotic situation.

210. For the past two month) the United Nations Se
curity Council has been dealing with the affairs of
the Republic of the Congo, which is still suffering
the birth pangs of independence. We have nothing but
sympathy for the people of the Congo who find them
selves ina state of political and economic chaos
caused by a c(.1llplete breakdown of administrative
machinery of every kind. We :feel that the greatest
help the United Nations can arJ.d should ren...qer to the
Congo is in the field of the restor~ti~tJ.QfnQ:rm.aJ.·eco
nomic and political life by providing for' a dependable):
administrative machinery. Unfortunately, the huma.nY,
tarian question of helping the people of the Congo to
re.sume thdir normal life and economic activity has
become mixed up with political questions of anational
and international character. Even the role and the
activity of the United Nations jn the Congo has been
subjected to controversy andbitterattackfrom certain
quarters. As my Government has already expounded
its stand on the Congolesf question at tp.e fourth
emergency special session of the General A.ssembly,
I .shall for the present be content merely with briefly
outlining the considerations that have influenced our
appro&ch to the Congo problem.

211. These conside:r~tionsare:first, the territorial
integrity and the pol" tical independence of the Congo
should be preserved; secondly, every assistance to
the Congo of a military nature should be ohannelled
through the United Nations agency. This is the only
way in which the Congo can. be kept out of the cold
war and the ramifications of power rivalries so as to
'enable the Congolese people to pursue their economic
and politi!Jal destiny in accordance with their wishes
and without external pressure of any kind; thirdly, fi
nancial assistance should be made available throug1,l
'Voluntary contributions by Members, andplacedunder
United NationS control to help the Congolese people
back on their feet.

212. African statesmen and leaders who are as
sembled heite at this session of the General Assembly
can play a constructive role in helping the Congo if
they direct their efforts toward devising a method by
which internal differences between the Congolese
leaders loan be ,..esolved. What the African. leaders
should bear in mind at this critical juncture j,s that
regiona]J.sm, or even nationalism in this context, must
not be (jarried to the extreme so as to imply complete
exclusion of others.

213. Recently, there has been an attack onthe person
and ('Jfiice of the Secretary-General. It has been said
that the Secretary-General has acted in the Congo
situation as an instrument of the policy of a certain
power bloc in the Congo. For ourselves we do not
ha"/e any pari; in this criticism, and we reject it
altogether for the reasons which my delegation ad
YlaIlced while speaking on the subject during thefourtb
f;mergency special session f860th meeting], andwhich
are on record. As to the suggestion of~g the
office of the Seoretary-General into a triumvirate,

this, to my mind, wouldnot only incapacitate the United
Nations for quick and effective action in the face of
grave crises, but would also hinder it in the discharge
of its normal functions and duties. The Secretary...
General is not merely a highly-placed official in the
United Nations: he is also, under the Charter, head 01
an organ of the United Nations.

214. It is really heartening to hear the spokesmen
of African countries themselves, in additionto others,
defend with zeal and vigour the impartiality and dedi
cation shown by the Secretary-General in imple
m3D.ting the United Nations decisions in the Congo. I
would like to take this opportunity to pay a special
tribute to the Secretary-General for raisingthe status
of the United Nations during his term of office to such
a high level as to make the. United Nations the only
alternative in a situation such as that in the Congo 'to
'the filling of the vacuum by one or the other of the
two great power blocs.

215. The primary obj/active of the foreign policy of
every country is to secure its Own political inde
pendence, sovereignty and security, and to promote
internatlonal .peace and co-operation. The foreign
policy of Nepal is wholly inspired by the Purposes and
Principles of the United Nations. We regard theUnited
Nations not only as a bulwark of our independence and
security, but ::1,1.80 a<~ the protector of our rights and
freedom.. We look uponthe United Nations as. an instru
ment for promoting peace and jv..aticeamong nations.
It is 'our firm conviction that an enduring peace and
a stable world order can be achieved only on the basis
of f1ceedom and justice. To this end we wish to co
ope1:ate with other nations within the framework ofthis
Orgd.nization.

216. Nepal is a small country in terms of economic
and military resources and strength, but it is· fully
conscious of its responsibility and the role it has to
play, in the deliberations of the United Nations as one
of its Members. Our role in the United Nations will
always be governed by the principles and considera--..
tions we have outlined above. We believe in the inde
pendent exercise of our judgement in considering
international issues.

217. If we believe in a policy of non-alignment with
anyone of the power bloos, it is because we do not
wish to commit ourselves beforehand to support one
side or the other, and we wish to retain our inde-·
pendence of judgement in assessfug international
issues as they arise. In our humble opinion, this
is the only way in which we can. really be objective
and detached in the examination of the issues that
may confront the world community from time totime.
We have never hesitated to pronounce ourselves
clearly and unequivocally on what has appeared to
be right to us. Our refuSal to align ourselves with
one power bloc or the other d1)8s not stem h"omany
desire on our part to sit on the fence and shirk
our responsibility in judgIng the issues as members of
the international community. There is nothingpassive
or immoral about this attitude of ours. Jfwe have
hesitated to take a clear stand, it has been only when
the choice. itself was.not very clear. However, itwJ.ll
be realized that the choice in thiS respeot does not
always offer·.itself in· terms of clear black or ~hite...

218. We have judged every international issue on it,:J .
merit without· cOD.$YiJeration of anybody's fearoJ,:'
favour. ~standsi;:1the Suez and Hungarian c~~e~

.7 In; T.lll
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and on the situation in Lebanon and in the Congo, should llke to join with other peoples that feel, as
bear testimony to the above fact. We have con- we dOt that the smaller nations which follow a
sistently and conscientiously adhered to this pollcy in truly independent r.ourse can become a force for peace
the United Nations because we) think that this is the in the world. .
only way in which a country like ours can m.akea
useful contribution to the work of the United Nations. 223. The United Nations iscompoaed of many small
We are perhaps leas hampered in the exercise of our nations. These small nations can" if they like, play a
judgement becaUSe we have no dispute.s and very few very responsible and very positivf;' role in the world
commitments as compared tothe otherbigger Member of today. For this, however,.mere negative reactions
State,s. This is not to claim any kind of superiority to the cold-war strategy of the big Powers are not
for. our judgement, but merely to give an indication enough. We .should cultivate the habit of develop.ing
of our desire and efforts to be iInpartia1 and con- a positive and constructive response to each political
'structive in our participation in the workofthe United and economic question of the world, which is divided
Nations.. politically and economically ID different ways.

224. The main function of the United Nations at the'
present moment is the creation, or re-creation, lof a
climate 01 confidence and U'llst. When we met here
in the General Asaembly in 1959, we were looking up
with great hope and expectation to the Summit Confer
ence of the great Powers in Paris. But the Conference,
which .the stateSIr\en of the world had planned and
built up 130 very painfully, ended abruptly in a fiasco,
landing us once more in a world of mistrust and sus
picion. As a result of this failw.'e of the Summit
Conference, the world, including our own part, has
been required to exercise a greater measure of vigi
lance than would have been necessary otherwise.

225, WhUe the failure of the Summit Conference dis
appoints us, the new attempt made by the statesmen
of the world to come together at the United Nations
during the current session of the Gleneral Assembly
gives US some hope. As the world gets.smaller, owing
to the revolution in modern tee-hnology, the need for
the statesmen and leaders of the world to meet and
face each other Rfound a table to discuss outstanding
issues among them becomes all the more imperative,
It may be hoped that all the possibilities and oppor
tunlties presented by the ga'lliering of so many Heads
of Government here at United Nations Headquarters
will be fully, exploited in .the :Interest of world peace
without unnecessary prejudice .and without any false
notion of prestige. In my opinion, this is a unique
opportunity for making serious .attempts to resolve
differences, an opportunity which is not likely to
present itself again in the near future.

226. I take this opportunity to endorse whole
heartedly the proposal made to the Assemblyby Presi
~~nt Nasser 1873rd meeting] for an immediate meeting
between President Eisenhower· and Prime Minister
Khrushchev, in an effort to ease tensions, if for no
other purpose.

227. Small nations can play a very constructive role
in these circumstances. Whether they actually do so
remains to be seen. It is not a very eaay task, we
lmow. Despite all of our differences in history,
language, tradition and culture, we are suddenlyfaced
with anew, imperative need for some measu!'e of
unity. Unleas we find that unity, our strength will
be dissipated and wasted.

228. How can we achieve S"J.ch a measure of unity? I .
myself do not think that we shall find it on the basis
of geography or race, or of any ideology of the right
or left, but in our common adherence to the principles
of this Organizatio~ including the equal rights of
nations large and small, and in a common determi
nation that our growing influence shall be used, with .
a cool head, not to widen,but tonarrow, the. dangerOUS
division that now exists between the two great power
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219. We are also conscious of the fact that as a
small country we can play but a limited role in the
great·and grave issues that confronttheworldOrgani
zation today, issues such as those of cold war and
disarmament. In this respect., we feel that we can
play a constructive role for peace and the reduction
of tensions in the world only by acting in concert with
other like-minded countries within the United Nations
itself.

220. The smaller nations, it is being saidlO-tire ac
quiring a new voice in world affairs. Certainly in this
Assembly, where each of us has a vote equal to that
of a great Power, our role and OUT l"E:3sponsibiltcy
have acquired a significance without precedent in
human history. The great question before us now is
how we shall fulfil that role. Arewe going to be pulled
in this direction or that, or al'e we going to stand on
our own. feet? Are wa going to attach ourselves to
one or another power bloc in an already deeply and
dangerously divided world, or are we going to form
our own judgement? Shall we be guided by expediency
in an atmosphere ofintrigue, orbythe true aspirations
of our oWn peoples, our own reasoning, and our own.
sense of justice?

221. I, for one., believe that we should say frankly
and openly' what is in our hearts, without fear or
favour. My country is fiercely proud of its inde
pendence, which we have never wholly lost. Tenyears
ago we shook off the internal bondage of a feudal
autocratic r6gime. A year and· a half ago we held
our first national election and as a free people we are
now moving ahead on a new road of reconstruction
and new development. While we welcome ax..d :ire
grateful for the help that is being given to us by
friendly i'go\Termnents-thoseof India, the United
States, China, the USSR, tha United Kingdom and
others-as well as by the United Nations, we do not
want any country to tell us how we should think, or
how we should conduct our internal affairs.

222. We should be happier if the aid which we re
ceive were channeled very largely, if not entirely,.
through the United Nations, which ·has scrupulously
refrained from any interference whatsoever in our do
mestic political concerns. Like other countries now
represented here, we prefer· to estimate ourselves
the strengths and weaknesses of other social systems
and to choose our own. We do not wish to be battered
.by propaganda Or to have our minds made up for us,
or to reach our decisions in an atmosphere of sua
picion and hatred. We do not want to be absorbed"
into the cold war, or to become a tool of any power
bloc. This is not only because, if a hot war should
occur, we .should prefer not to be embroiled in it.
There is another and, I believe, a deeper reason. We

I

I
I
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blocS of the East and the West. Our physical strength
may be ;negligible, but our moral strength; if we are
true to ourselves and to the peoples for whom we
speak, may be great. Whether we wish it or not, we
are called upon to participate inconfroptingtheissues
before this momentous session of the General As
sembly.

229. There is also the overriding issue of disarma
ment. We have set forth our views on this question
on differellt occasions. We' ~re of the opinion that
general and complete disarmament with effective con'"
trols should be poSsible between the .two group.s of
Powers. The tragic record of past negotiations has not
been alleviated by what we. ha'Ve heard during tke
opening days of th:f.s session of the General Assembly.
Is, there anything new which we of the uncommitted
nations can contribute to the solution of this vast
problem in which we have so 1Ji.ttle voice but so large
a stake? I believe that there is. All are agreed that
a oontJnuation of the accelerating and fantastic a:rma-
ments race Is suicidal. Yeta;ny basis of agreement
between the power blocs, riveted into their hostile
positions, .seems as distant as ever. Certainly the
efforts to reach some agreement should be continued
through any .means .that the General Assembly can
devise. I

230. But I believe that there is also another ap
proach which is in the interest of all partie9 and
which has not yet been given the attention that it
deserves. It is that progressive disarmament should
be linked with the creation and developmentofa world
police force, or peace force, a force accountable to
all humanity, which will gradually become more and
more' powerful than any national Power or coalition
of Powers, a force whose one and only task will be
to preserve world peace against infringement by any
nation, great or small.

231. I come now to the question of the organization .
of the United Nations itself. On this issue, we of the
uncommitted smaller nations must have our own
oPinions. On this our votes will count. We cannot
afford to allow this agency to become ID itself a
football between the power blocs. In. the opinion of
my delegation, the United Nations mustbestrengthened
to include, among other things, a world police force
or security agency, and a vastly expan4edprogramme
for the administration of economic aid, without any
settJ.blance of political IDterference, to the t,hreeo
quarters of the world in which poverty is a rising
daL:ger to the peace and prosperity of all.

232. The political and military problems confrontinfJ
the world are extremely challenging. They are very
complicated problems involving the basic beliefs and
'Values of life obtaining ineit4er part of the world.
My country has adopted the liberal values of life to
be preserved by the will of the people expressed
through b:ee elections. BlIt political aspirations alone,
hmvever strong and genuine, cannot work in a vacuum..
For this reason we would like the United Nations to
turn its attention increasingly towards the solution of
the pressing economic problems in various regions.
As we look at the world, we find that the economic
<imparity between countrie~; as between the rich and .
the poor people within 'the nation, is the source of
mUch friction and tension. Is it necessary for some
people, as for .some nations; to continue to be poor in
order that other people, as other nations,cancontinuG
to be rich? Must the starvaticm. of a part of humanity

always stare US in the face? It is our humble opinion
that, owing to the revolutionary advances in technolo~.

and its extremely rapid rate of growth, it is posa,ible,
with concerted effort, to raise the living standards of
the ~' peoples of under-developed countries without
lowering the standard of living of those in the ad
vanced coun.tries. Is it too :much to hope that the
United Nations w;U1 pool all·the human, material and
technological resources available at present and 'USe
them mQ.steffectivelyto raise the.Uving standards of
the peoples of the under-developed countries?

233. President Eisenhower, when he spokebefore the
General Assembly [868th meeting], pleadedeloquently
for the diversion,' of resources to these constructive
ends. Disarmament, if it materializes, will release
a vast amount of material and technical~esources

for such constructive pUl"POSes. Mr,. Khru.shchev, too,
whUe stressing the need for disarmament, suggested
in his speech [869th meeting] that disarmament will
mean a diversion of the vast fund of m()neyand skill
towardS overcoming the backwardness of under-
developed countries. .

234. This, we believe, is a much more serious and
constructive challenge than the political one, and we
hope that in the years to come the United Nations
will have toibJ credit as many economic achievements
in different parts of the world as it has political
achievements today.

235,. It follows that the real solution 'of the world's
prollems, including the problem of world peace and
prosperity, lies in the direption of strengthening .
and extending the authority of the UJJ!ted Nations. This
authority will be strengthened and" fortified if the
decisions ~f<the United Nations are respected faith
fully and loyally by all Po\yers, great and small. In
the implementation of these" decisio!l!t we should be
true only to the tdPirit of man, ~tresp~~tive.of his
race, region and nation. His Majest~rs G~~~\~rnment of
Nepal would like the United Natio~cro l~e~elop along'
these lines, and willsnpport policies "1bich it thinks
will promote thes~ objectives. ,. I

/

236. Mr. GRIMES(Liberia):I ext~!ldtoMr.Bolandf
on behalf of the Liberian delegation and myself, con
gratulations on his election as President of tJ..e
General Assembly at its fifteenth ses.sion. I am i;.te
that with your wisdom and un~que experience thework
of tlfls session will be conducted in a harmonious,
orderly and impartial manner.

237. The United NationsGeneralAsserh1ilyiSineeting
for the fifteenth consecutive time, and many of the
questions OID. the agenda have occupied our minds for
a period of yeal'Sli It is to be hoped that we will have
made some changes in our attitudes and approaches
to enable 'US to make progress in the1rsolution so
as to reduce the tensions and relieve the anxieties
of people.

238. In a world where our problems tend to increase
rather than diminish, and the differences between
nations, political, ideological and religious,widenwith '
the passage of time, the Liberian Government feels
that the best hope of meeting the chgllenge to peace
and security is the United NationS and we should give
the Organization Wholehearted support:. Nations have
at times tried to circumvent or by-pass this0rgani,..
zation ID seeking a solution to some of the problems
that 'V'e}{and try our pa.tience in a world be$et w:1th
fears, SUSpicions and anxieties. rnvariablysuch
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meetings or gatherings have not yielded the expeoted
or desired results and in the last resort we have had
to return to the oonference table ofthe United Nations.

239. The discussions and decisions of the Assembly
have ranged over many problema-.-problems thathave
had an effect on the destiny of man wherever he
lived. The United Nations has never turned a deaf
ear or refused to consider an appeal from any oountry,
however small, or from any peoplehowever backward,
despite stubborn resistance by some.. In many cases
the aggrieved parties have not obtained the satis
f3.ction d2sire~ but they nevertheless jmve left this
hall with less rancour and bitterness, taldngwiththem
the hope and aspirations of all peoples as embodied
in the Charter of the United Nations.

240. The Assembly might have become the most
powerful instrument for peace, but in some decisions
taken or actions contemplated there has been inter
jected the East-West conflict, Im~ as the cold war..
The greate~tobstructionor hindrance to the imple
mentation of its resolutions come generally not from
the small Power mainly concerned, but from the sup
port given by some of the great Powers to one side
vis-A-vis the other in direct opposition to the de
cisions taken by the United Nations.

241. When the Security Council, with its vetopowers,
had been created and made responsible for the mainte
nance of peace and security, the world had hoped
that peace w~d be assured, but lUlfortunately this
has not been the case.

242. Many times matters are not considered aud
advanced on their merits, with due regard to rights
and justice, but rather with regard to the political

.and international expediency of the particular case.
Under such circumstances, resolutions of the United
Nations are often obstructed if not nallified. The
Organi-zat1on can only become an effective instrument
for peace when its decisions are honoured, respected
and obeyed by all-small and great Powers alike. This
will be possible if there is a IIrapprOchementll between
East and West.

•
243. It was therefore with much hope and expectation
that the world looked forward to the much-publicized
Summit Conference, the collapse of which on the first
day of its meeting in Paris crone as a great disap
pointment and shock.

244. I am very· pleased to e~-Pl"ess on behalf of the
Liberian Government and its delegation warm.
greetings and sincere wishes to all the new Mrican
States and Cyprus whilJh are represented here for
the first time in this Assembly. The African States
are Cameroun, Dahomey, the Niger, the Upper Volta,
the Ivory Coast, Chad, Togo, Madagascar;, Somalia,
the Congo (Leopoldville), the CentralAfricanRepublic,
the Congo (Brazzavi1le), Gabon, Senegal and Mali.

245. We look forward to welcoming to this Organi
zation Nigeria which is on the threshold of obtaining
its independence and sovereignty and any other States
which may be welcomed into this Organization before
the Assembly·s adjournment.

246. The new Africa which is being created by the
emergence of more .and more independent nationS
possessing vast human and material resources must
be prepared to make recognized contributions to the
general, scientific and technological progress and
prosperity of the world community, thereby reflecting
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258. While it regrets the unfortunate state of affairs
in the Congo, the Liberian Government believes that
this is not the time for accusations and recriminations
but a time to find a satisfactory solution so as to
prevent fratricide. We feel that the responsibility for
restoring· peace and order in the Congo is incumbent
upon the United Nations under the terms of reference
given to the Secretary-GeneralbytheSecurityCouncil.
The United Nations is the only organization able to
act in the Congo without the risk ofa general conflict.
Consequently, my delegation Wishes to register once
again that the Liberian Government feelS the most
implicit confidence in the Secretary-General of the
United Nations and in his impartial, faithful and ob
jective execution of the resolutions of the Security
Council with regard to the Congo.

259. Because the issue of the Secretary-General's
conduct in implementing the resolutions of the Se
curity Council was considered during the debate at the
recent emergency special session, when a resolution
[1474 (E8-IV)] was passed without anydissentingvote,
thereby endorsing the action of -the Secretary-General
in the Congo, the reoperiingofthis question is contrary
to generally accepted parliamentary practice.

260. Having this in view, the Government of Liberia
was one of the sponsors of the resolution adopted by
the fourth emergency special session of the General
Assembly, whichforbids unilateral action tobe takenby
any nation in the present situation in the Congo for
the purpose of exploiting an unfortunate situation for
selfisp ends.

261. The Liberian delegation regrets the state of af
fairS in the Congo, but is unable to endorse the sug
gestion of a purely African command for the United
Nations Force in the Congo. This suggestion appears
to us to violate the fundamental principles of the
United Nations, which should operate'fithoutregardto
race, colour or creed. Moreover it would establish
a precedent which might undermine the. future ef
fectiveness of the United Nations.

262. No Member of the United Nations has a right to
determine· who should or should not be in charge of
the Congolese Government or how it should be com
posed. That is a matter for the Congolese people to
determine. Our duty is to assist the Congolese people
to resolve their differences, not to seek to impose
or support a settlement merely because of political
or national interests.

263. However, it seems to our delegation that an
impasse haS been reached in the Congo, and that is
perhapS not due to the action or attitude of anyone
person. In spite of the impartiality and good intentions
of the Secretary-General. in implementing the reso
lutions of the Security Council, this impasse con
tinues to exist and tends to obstruct the efforts of the
United Nations m: arriving at a solution ofthe problem.

264. As\Ve have already said this is not the time for
recrimination. Our whole effort should be directed
towards finding a speedy solution to the Congo
situation in the- interest of all the Congolese peoples,
without any particular emphaflis being placedonwhich
individual.should head the Government of the Congo.
In these circumstanceS it seems to us that the United
Nations must adopt other measures not only insupport
of its previous resolutions,. but also to overcome
this impasse and give more effectto these resolutions.
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rather than for narrow national self-interest. It is
only then that the dark clouds on the horizon can be .
.disp~lled.

253.' The Liberian delegation still entertains-the hope
that a peaceful, democratic and jW:lt settlement will
be found to end the Algerianwar, and that that solution
will be based onthe legitimate l,'ight ofself-determina
tion in conformity with the p:rinciples of the United
Nations. That both parties toth\~conflicthaveaccepted

the principle of self-determiDation shows that this
problem is not beyond solution.

254. We congratulate the leaders of the provisional
government of the Algerian Republic, who, motivated
by a sincere desire to achieve peace, sent a dele
gation to France to start negotiations with the French.
Government. It was not out of weakness or the
hopelessness of their cause that these leaders made
such a journey, but rather to meet the requirements
often expressed in all resolutions on Algeria that
ItpourparlersJtor negotiations should be entered into
between the parties to determine the conditions neces
sary for the implementation as early as possible of
the right of self-determination of the Algerianpeople,
including the conditions of a cease-fire.

255. Colonialism in any form, dies painfully and
slowly. It leaves a scar on every phase of the life of
a dependent or subjugated people. So deep-seated are
its roots in the social, economic and political life
ofa people that they cannot be completely uprooted
without much pain and suffering and, _at times, without
violence -both to the colonizer and the colonized. It
leaves in its wake sadness, bitterness, and sometimes
almost perpetual hatred. Africa is the last bulwark
of such colonialism. Overnight the face of this conti
nent has undergone a remarkable change. It is no
longer spotted withmultitudinous colours representing
the possession of each foreign Power. It is assuming
a uniform pattern r.epresenting the common people,
a common interest and a common goal. There are
still a few dark stains where the African suffers the
-most cruel form of humiliation, suppression, torture
and even death, but these too will be eradicated, for
nothing can withstand this new dynamic force of
nationaliSm that has penetrated the remotest part of
this continent.

256. In most cases the transformatiOn from colonial
rule to self-government. and -independence has been
orderly and peaceful. As Africans we must record our
appreciation and gratitude to those who have assisted
in making such a smooth change. However there are
cases where the transfer of power from the bands of
the colonial Power to those of the subject peoples
has been accompanied with strife, bloodshed and even
death-as we witness today in· the Republic of the
Congo (Leopold:ville).

257.. The difficulties afflicting the Congo are danger
ous and may be a threat to international peace. But
there is no need for gloom. The threat can be ovet
come if all States Members of the United Nations will
relinquish personal and selfishambitions for the gene
ralintere~ of peace through support to the United
Nations. It would be futile to search fora .solution
which is biased or one-sided. In our opinion, the
problem cannot be approached, from East Or West,
save in the :interest of peace on earth amongst men
and nations and in the interest ofthe Congolese people
as a whole.
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270. Multilateral assistance administered by the
United Nations and its specialized agencies to under
developed countries is often preferred to unilateral
aid. But the present technical assistance programmes
of . the international agencies do not appear· to be
adequate. My delegation therefore hopes that Som.e plan
of expansion can be worked out, because it is neces
sary for the preservation of peace that the gulf
between the developed and under-developed countries
be narrowed as rapidly as possible.

271" With the em.eTgence of such a considerable
number of new States in Africa, my delegation strongly
feels and recommends that membership in the Se
curity Council and the Economic and Social Council
shOUld be expanded because of the large inc!'ease in
membership of the Organization. Undoubtedly, the
participation of these States couldbe useful in creating
a balance by contributing in a substantial manner to
the progress and activities of the Councils of the
United Nations.

272. Into the Charte.~ofthe United Nations was written
the principle of unanimity among the five permanent
members of the Security Council. We have witnessed
on several occasions how operations of the United
Nations have been paralysed by this procedure.

273. The Liberian de!E;gation feels that any revision
of the Charter which abolishes the position of Secre
tary-General in favour of an executive triumvirate
operating on the .basis of Unanimity or predicated on
regional alignmeJits or blocs would only contribute to
the total and complete destruction ofthe United Nations
and would travesty the principles onwhichthe Organi
zation was founded. Instead of creating new blocs, my
delegation feels that we should strive to do away with
all blocs and seek to create one brotherhood among
men.

274. I think we are at a critical turning point in
modern history; an era ofpolitical and economic trans
formations, of social upheavals and international
tensions. This periodmarks the beginning ofthe liquid
ation of the concept of power politics, imperialism
and colonial empires. It is, in shori,an era of the
recognition of the dignity and worth of every indi
vidu21 human bang, and of the right of self-determina
tion of all peoples.

275. The changes taking place in the world in general
and in Africa in particular in this age imp.ose upon the
Members, of this Organization, especially the great
industrial Powers, the responsibility of underwriting
th~ peace and happiness of mankind.

276. The United Nations is a purposeful Organization.
Its aim, as I understand it, is to unify peoples of di
vergent cultures and political ideals towards new ex
pi.~essions of their creat;i.ve mind in all aspects of
eJrlstence, and in the exercise of their potentialities
beyond narrow national conceptions and material
standards. It is designed to enrich man's taste and"
by association, open to him unlimited frontiers of
the mind, so that his energies may be channelled .
from crude physical indulgence and sterile competition
for the sake of competition only, and from all:in
genious contrivanceS of mutual destruction, to loftier
heights and ideals.
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265. For our part we envisage some United Nations
commission, in consultation with the Secretary
General, which could go to the Congo, study the situ.-
ation, consult with all concerned and endeavour to
resolve the differences in keeping with the resolution
passed at the fourth emergency special session on
20 September 1960.

266. It is our opinion that no useful purpose will be
served by nations, and particularly the under-de
veloped nations, attdmpting to by-pass the. United
Nations or to flout its authority. The United Nations
supports the independence and defends the sovereignty
of all nations and, as many States are gaining inde
pendence today, especially the African States, it is the
Organization to which we look for protection and de
fence in times of crisis.

267. Under-developed nations need all the money, re
sourceS and manpower for development purposes and
cannot afford the luxury of armaments.. It seems
sheer folly for us to follow a course of organizing
and maintaining great armies like the bigger nations,
first because it would be a strain on our resources and
also because it would deprive us of means of develop
ment. The cost of armaments could be applied to a
more useful purpose. The great Powers are them
selve.s greatly concerned, if not fearful, of the conse
quences that would be involved in the use of these
instruments and are frantically trying to reach agree
ment on the destruction and abandonment of arma
ments. The Libp,rian Government's point ofview is that
the smaller cOWltries should come forward with pro
posals which would emphasize the necessity for the
settlement of international disputes and differences in
the United Nations.

268. The Union of South Africa has continued its
opprobrious policy of 'apartheid" and in March, 1960,
there was an unwarranted slaughter of defenceless
Africans at Sharpeville which touched the conscience
of the world. Any situation based on a master race
theory is a serious tbreattopeace. Governments which
fail to recognize this may have to be saved from the
consequences of their reckless policy: This state of
affairs cannot continue without endangering inter-
national peace and security. In such an instance it
cannot be a matter of domestic jurisdiction. My dele
gation therefore hopes that this Assembly,will express
its opinion on such lawlessness and take necessary
action to prevent such repulsive acts by a Member
State.

269.. The question of South West Africa continues un.
settled, and the people of that Territory are still
without I'elief. As may be recalled, the Second Confer
ence of Independent Afl'ican States, meeting at Addis
Ababa in June 1960~ re-viewedGeneralAssemblyreso
lution 338 (IV) coveringthe legal action opento Member
States to refer the· dispute with the Union of South
Africa on interpretation of, the application of the
Mandate for South West AfJ;ica, to the International
Court of Justice for adjudication in accordance with
Article 37 of the Statute of'the Court. My delegation
wishes to notify Member States and the United Nations
that in order to bring to an .end this long and vexing
issue, the Government of Liberia, in association with
the Government of Ethiopia, intends to bring a case
against the Union of South Africa before the tnter
national Court of Justice and it is our sincere hope
that the Court will give this great matter the serious
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sowed destruction, death and desolation over who~e

provinces of Ecuador.

284. SecondlJT, the Peruvian representative confirmed
the obvious fact that the so-called Protocol of Peace,
Friendship and Boundaries of 1942 was signed at a
time when PeruvIan troops were occupying extensive
provinces of Ecuador. In other words, he brought
out what the Ecuadorian delegation has maintained
and asserted, namely, that the Protocol was a direct
result of force, aggression, coercion and pressure.
These facts have been confirmed for us by the
Peruvian representative and I therefore express my
gratitude to bim because the Assembly has learned
from his own. lips that Ecuador was. attacked and
that, having been attacked and having its territory
occupied, it was forced to sign the so-called Protocol
of Peace,. Friendship and Boundaries.

285. The Peruvian representative has accused me of
bringing up ancient history becalrse I went back to
the Boundaries Treaty of 1829• What shall I say to .
him, who went back to 15391 The truth is that I am a
modern historian, referring only to a Treaty of 1829,
whereas he sought to go even further back, to the
sixteenth century. What s!!!'prises me, however,is
that he denied the existence of the 1829 Treaty, which
was .recognized by Peruvian authorities like Arturo
Garcia and Pardo y Larrera, whUe Mr. Belali.nde

. himself in the allegations he made inWashlngton in
1938-not again.st the validity but against the present
applicability of the 1829 Treaty-recognized the ex
istence of this Treaty. In other words we see Mr.
Belali.nde disclaiming in 1960 what he saidin1938.

286. It has been said that electoral considerations
and pledges compel Ecuador to adoptthisnewattitude.
In other words, when my country comes to inform the
Assembly that we have been victims of aggression
and that, as a result of that aggression, we were com
pelled to sign a treaty with a dagger at our back, we
are accused of electione~:ring.

287. My country, fortunately, is a democratic one and
not one in which twenty-four families control the
national territory. lt isnot a country inwhich twenty-:
four. families possess the whole national patrimony. It
is a profoundly dem.ocratic country, in which people
and Government are of one mind. If that were not so,
why,' in a country so interested in 'electioneering, do
the opposition parties applaud the Foreign Minister
for defending the legitimate rights of Ecuador? Why
does the opposition applaud and support the firm. atti
tude of the Ecuadorian delegation and the firm policy
of its Government?

288. This is no question .of electoral pressure in
Ecuador. We are not dealing with the problem of
nationalizing petroleum. When there is a problem of
nationalizing petroleum an attempt is usually made to
divert public opinion towards international problems.
In. my country, fortunately, we have no problems of
this kind. In Ecuador we are all united a$ one man in .
a single thought and desire, that of defending our
patrimony and the principles of inter-Americanism.
How shall we defend them1 Once and for all, by law
and justice.

289. One final clarification: in submitting its case to
the United Nations, my country has not come to ask
anything or to make any accusations. It has come to
expose a situation which could undermine Latin
American solidarity, world solidarity and peace in
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277. All Afric~s !mow that if it were not for this
Organization the changes in world affairs which have
made 1960 the yeat' o( Africa would have been im
probable if not impossible. We therefore implore all
friends of Africa to acc~pt and embrace the United
Nations, notwithstanding its seeming imperfections,
as the palladium of our liberties and as the source
of our political peace in the years ahead.

278. The Liberian delegation sincerely expresses the
hope all action will be, avoided which may tend to
make the United Nations impotent and unable to fulfil
the functions envisaged in its Charter. We are not
prepared to take any action which would have Su.ch. an
unfortunate result. .

279. It is the hope of my delegation that at the fif-'
teenth session of the General Assembly j Member
States l't..ave come prepared to make a bold, just and
serious attempt to resolve some of the burningissues
which plague the world today, bringing in their wake
disappointment, frustr&tion· and tension, and not to
intensify existing conflicts. We appeal for a. new
realistic approach to our diplomatic,thinking, so that
the peoples of the world will be given the assurance
that peace and tranquillity will prevail.

Mr. BolandJJreland) resumed the Chair.

280. The PRESIDENT: Earlier this afternoon the
representative of Ecuador asked for the floor to replY
to the representative of Pero., Since then the repre
sentative of Peru has informed me that if I give the
floor to the representat;i.ve of Ecuador he would wish
to be given the floor after him. I propose to call on
the representt-tti:ves of Ecuador and Peru in that order,
after which I propose to adjourn the meetiD.g. If I may
be aUowed to do so, I woulc appeal to the two repre
sentatives to endeavour to limit their interventions to
the shortest possible duration consonant with their

. purpose, out of consideration for the Assembly, which
has now been sitting continuously for four hours.

-281. Mr. CHmmOGA VILLAGOMEZ (Ecuador)
(translated from Spanish): In speaking for: the second
time from thisrosmun I shall take up only five
minutes of the As.sembly's time. .I regret that my
previous statement of Ecuador's position should have
prompted the Peruvian representative's vehement
outburst. He saw fit to replytothe legal arguments and
hard facts adduced by the Ecuadorian delegation with
a Peruvian romance, a Peruvian Arabian Nights'
tale, which must surely have astonished those who are
familiar with Latin American history and who Imow
that the Ecuadorian delegation, iJi coming to this
rostrum, did not seek to falsify the truth but spoke on
the basis of facts and figures.

282. I must thank the Peruvian representative for
having been good enough throughout his tirade to con
firm the two facts submitted by Ecuador. First,
there was an invasion of our territory and it was an
armed invasion. The Peruvian repres,entative d&
scribed it as defence measures provoked by Ecuador8

In other words, a garrison of 160 men ventured to
provoke 30,000 Peruvian soldiers drawn up under the
command of Admiral Ureta. .

283. This is a statement from the Peruvian side
which I, do not think anyone in this Assembly is going
to believe, namely, that 160 almost unarmed frontier
soldiers would provoke a garrison of 30,000 men,
prepared and organized, with tanks and aircraft, who
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territory. Peru did no moretban defend itself;
naturally it defended itself. There was a military
operation in which Peru was successful, but it did
not take undue advantage of its success.

295. The Rio de Janeiro Pro-;;ocol of 1942 Was ratified
by the Ecuadorian Congress after the normal frontier
$ituation had been restored. Hence the Ecuadorian
Congress ratified the Protocol without any material
pressure being placed upon it.

296. I cannot refrain from calling the Assembly's
attention to this fact, because Peru did not cry, "Vae
victts, here is the Protocol." But this has never been
Peru's policy. This matter gave rise to Marshal.

.Castilla~.sdisput~ with Ecuador in 1860. As soon as
Ecuador recognized the Decree of 1802, Marshal
Castilla withdrew, proclaiming friendship with
Ecuador.

297. Peru has always made gestures like this; such
has been its history. In1942, it left Ecuador in freedom
and the Ecuadorian Congress approved the Protocol.
The ratifications of the Protocol were subsequently
exch2J;iged in Brazil~ with the intervention of President
.Vargas of that country, who stated in a speech that
the Protocol set the seal on peace in America.

298. Nor can it be denied that, beSides being ratified
and the ratifications exchanged,. the Protocol has been
~xecuted. The joint Peruvian and Ecuadorian frontier
commissions have agreed upon the location of each
frontier mark over a distance of 1,600 Idlometres of
frontier, in many cases with the assistance of the
guaranteeing Powers. The Protocol is therefore an
actual fact. Pew. has not acquired any territory by a
temporary and restricted occupation. The territories
which Peru holds are those with which it was consti
tuted.

~99. I am absolutely confident that when the time
comes, calm will return to the statesmen of a nation
so illustrious as Ecuador. I hope that they under
stand that it is not the best policy to come here and
make violent attacks on, a country which has always
behaved correctly in the United Nations andhas always
been scrupulously respectful not only towards indi
vidual representatives but also towards the sacred
personality of all the American nations.
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general. We have not come to make accusations; we
have not come to make any requests; nor have we
come to start a controversy. Hence, whatever may be
the reply of the Peruvian representative, Ecuadorwill
not take the floor a.gain. The case is already mown to
all. Why should we insist? We were invaded; we were
compelled to sign a treaty, a treaty whichwas not one
of peace, friendship, boundaries. IfP~-Americanism
is to live and if the fundamental principles of this
Organization are to remain valid, then something
which is basically null and void and which offends the
legal conscience of the world cannot continue.

290. I thank the President for allowing me to speak
and 1 can assure representatives that I shall not take
up any more of their time.

291. Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru) (traI!Slated from
Spanish): How glad 1 should have been not to have to
Come up to the rostrum this afternoon! .The.Assembly
has urgent problems before it, but my countrywas the
Victim of a violent and explosive attack. 1 have come
to tbisrostrum to exercise a right, the most legiti
mate right of all, that of self-defence. I am going to
speak for five minutes only.

292. The represent.ative of Ecuador states thatIhave
admitted that Peru committed an act of aggression,
when in fac't I came to this rostrum to protest against
such an assertion and to request your indulgence in
order to remind you of my country's clean record.

293. The events of that time were provoked by
Ecuador. There was a status quo frontier and this
frontier was violated by Ecuador, which occupied
the Island of Noblecilla, today called Matapalo, be
tween the Quebrada de Las Lajas and the Quebrada
Seca, and further to the south the Meseta del Caucho,
both situated some Idlometres to thewest ofthe status
quo line and right inside Peruvian territory.

294. These are the facts. On the morning of 5 July
.1941-we are very far from 12 December 1941, which
was the date of Pearl Harbor-the Ecuadorian garrison
at Huaquillas attacked the Peruvian post of Aguas
Verdes, crossing the frontier and trying to surround
a small garrison, which fought valiantly. There were
many troops on the Ecuadorian side and thel'e were
also troops. on the Peruvian side. In Ecuador it was
announced everywhere that this frontier incident was
to conclude with an Ecuadorian victory and that
Ecuadorian trc>:>ps were advancing over Pe:uvian




